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ABSTRACT

Automatic Matrix Format Exploration for Large Scale Linear Algebra

by

Shangyu Luo

The input of a linear algebra (LA) operation, such as matrices and vectors, could be

stored in multiple ways: rows/columns, strips, blocks, etc. Usually, it is very difficult for

a programmer to figure out the proper format to use to make a LA computation run fast.

Predicting and optimizing the runtime behavior of a LA computation is not an easy task,

even when one has expert knowledge of the underlying execution engine. The situation

is particularly difficult if the computation consists of thousands of operations, and those

operations must be run in a distributed manner. In this thesis, we argue that we can render

a parallel relational database to automatically explore the formats of LA computations.

More specifically, our system would take in the existing code and analyze the operations

in the code, explore different formats for those operations and select the most efficient

formats, and finally automatically generate the new code to run those operations in their

selected formats. We show that our implementation is able to find the formats that have a

better performance than the formats that are manually picked up by an expert user of the

system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years, machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) have been widely studied

and used in both academia and industry. ML and DL are popular because they have excel-

lent performance in many tasks such as classification [1, 2], image recognition [3, 4], and

natural language processing [5, 6].

ML works by learning a model that captures the crucial aspects of a training data set.

The classic application of ML is supervised learning [7], where the training data are labeled.

The model learned from the data can then be used to predict the values of those labels for

future data.

Learning an ML model is typically realized by a training process. During the training, a

series of (often expensive) computations are performed over the input training data. These

computations are used to optimize a set of model parameters, and to fit the model to the

training data. The few most common and expensive computations performed during ML

training are expressed using linear algebra (LA). For example, training a feedforward neural

network [8, 9] requires a series of matrix multiplications and arithmetic computations over

matrices, which are easily expressed using LA.

Because LA computations are so widely used in ML/DL computations, many commonly-

used ML systems/softwares supply a large number of common LA computations as built-in

operations. Some example systems that are essentially LA engines are TensorFlow [10, 11],

PyTorch [12, 13], and MXNet [14]. For example, the following TensorFlow code creates

two 20, 000 ⇥ 20, 000 matrices, myMatrix and anotherMat, and multiplies them by
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calling the function tf.matmul:

myMatrix = tf.random.normal([20000, 20000])

anotherMat = tf.random.normal([20000, 20000])

output = tf.matmul(myMatrix, anotherMat)

While all modern ML systems support such direct LA calls, a PyTorch or TensorFlow

programmer may not always ask for LA computations directly. Instead, it is more common

for functions and symbolic operations that are used by programmers end up invoking built-

in LA operations. Even more commonly, these operations end up being invoked during

computations that are auto-generated via automatic differentiation [15].

A typical way of using an ML system is as follows. Firstly, an ML system provides

a programmer a domain-specific language (such as Python for TensorFlow) to specify

the “forward model”, using the functions and libraries provided by the system. Then,

the system analyzes the computations and automatically generates a gradient computation

[16]. This gradient computation is compiled into a series of computations—mostly LA

computations—and finally executed by the system. The program execution can be on a

local machine with multiple CPUs/GPUs, or in a distributed environment where a cluster

of machines are used.

Problem with the state-of-the-art. In theory, it would be wonderful if a computation that

is generated in this way were simply run automatically, in the most efficient way possible.

That is, one would hope that the system would analyze the computation and the hardware

available, and automatically generate optimized implementations for the required LA oper-

ations, making decisions about data placement, data layout, and communication patterns.

However, this is not the case for the state-of-the-art. A programmer of a system such

as TensorFlow or PyTorch has to make the aforesaid critical decisions by him/herself when
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getting an ML/DL program to execute, and those decisions could have an influence on the

overall performance of an ML/DL program. This is especially true when the user wishes

to run the program on a distributed compute cluster consisting of a number of machines.

Consider the following TensorFlow computation example, where a programmer is spec-

ifying a distributed matrix multiplication. This computation is necessary for computing the

activations at a layer in a neural network in a model parallel setting [17]. As the example

shows, the programmer has to explicitly specify the hardware settings for the computations

when the ML program is run on multiple CPUs/GPUs, or on a cluster of machines:

cluster = tf.train.ClusterSpec(

"worker": [

"WORKER1_IP:PORT",

"WORKER2_IP:PORT"

],

"ps": [

"PS1_IP:PORT",

"PS2_IP:PORT"

])

with tf.device("/job:ps/task:0"):

myMatrix = tf.Variable(tf.random.normal([20000, 20000]))

with tf.device("/job:ps/task:1"):

anotherMat = tf.Variable(tf.random.normal([20000, 20000]))

with tf.device("/job:worker/task:0"):

output1 = tf.matmul(myMatrix, anotherMat)

with tf.device("/job:worker/task:1"):

output2 = tf.matmul(anotherMat, myMatrix)
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The code starts with the function tf.train.ClusterSpec which specifies the set-

tings of the cluster. In this example, the cluster is set up with two worker machines,

and two parameter server (ps) machines. The parameter server machine

stores the variable, and the worker machine does the actual computation.

Next, the four with tf.device(...) statements are used to place the variables

and do the computations. The first statement places the variable myMatrix in parameter-

server-1, and the second statement places the variable anotherMat in parameter-server-

2. Then, the third statement specifies that the matrix multiply between myMatrix and

anotherMat is conducted on worker-1, and last statement specifies that the matrix mul-

tiply between anotherMat and myMatrix is conducted on worker-2.

Setting up a distributed computation in TensorFlow or PyTorch is especially difficult

if the programmer’s goal is to enable model parallel training [17], which is particularly

important for very large and complex models, such as modern transformer architectures in

DL [18, 19, 20]. In a model parallel training, the model is divided into different fragments,

where each fragment is only part of the model. Then, these model fragments are distributed

to different machines, where each machine will conduct computations on its own fragment

of the model.

For complicated ML computations over very large models, setting up a model parallel

computation can quickly become tedious. The programmer has to manually divide/tile the

big tensor into sub-tensors, where each sub-tensor has much smaller size so that it can

be stored and fit into the memory of individual computational unit. For example, for a

106 ⇥ 106 matrix with an estimated storage size of 4TB (measured as 4⇥ 106 ⇥ 106), it is

usually impractical and inefficiency to store it as a single variable. Therefore, it needs to

be divided into smaller sub-matrices. One possible tilling is to decompose it into 10, 000
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sub-matrices, where each sub-matrix has size 104 ⇥ 104, and these sub-matrices can then

be stored on different machines.

Clearly, a tensor can be stored in different layouts (such as rows/columns, and strips,

where the tensor is tiled along only one dimension), and different layouts can have differ-

ent runtime behaviors. Therefore, the selection of a tensor’s layout can affect the overall

performance of a computation. However, such selection is not an easy task, and it adds

an extra burden on the programmer. For example, if the size of the sub-matrix produced

by the tiling is too small, a large number of sub-matrices will be generated. As each sub-

matrix tuple has a fixed-size overhead, processing and transferring those sub-matrices can

consume a large amount of time. For example, if we tile the aforementioned 106 ⇥ 106

matrix into sub-matrices with size 100 ⇥ 100, a total number of 108 sub-matrices will be

generated. As a result, the system would incur the fixed-size overhead of sub-matrix 108

times. This will likely be debilitating. In contrast, if the size of the sub-matrix is too big,

we run the risk of out-of-memory errors when processing those sub-matrices.

Another potential problem when choosing how to break up a large matrix is the po-

tential for a decrease in parallelism. If we tile the aforementioned 106 ⇥ 106 matrix into

sub-matrices with size 105 ⇥ 105, a total number of 100 sub-matrices will be generated. If

the machines used in the computation have more than 100 CPUs and GPUs in total, it is

possible that not all CPUs and GPUs are fully utilized.

Deciding the layout of a matrix becomes even more difficult if we have computations

over a large number of matrices, and those computations have dependencies with each

other. Consider when the output of one matrix-multiply feeds into a second multiply. In

this case, when we decide the layout of the input matrix for the first multiply, we also need

to consider the layout of the output matrix of that multiply, as well as the layout of the input

matrix of the second, because the layout of the output matrix of the first multiply will affect
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the implementation of the the second.

For example, suppose we want to compute a matrix multiplication chain matA ⇥
matB ⇥ matC, and suppose that the matrices matA and matB are currently stored as

tiles, and the matrix matC is currently stored as a single tuple. Assume that we multiply

matA with matB first, and then multiply matA⇥ matB with matC.

When we decide the layouts for matA and matB, we have two choices. The first

choice is to keep the layouts of matA and matB unchanged, and multiply them as tiles.

The resulting matrix matA⇥ matB would be a tile-based matrix. Then, we can transform

the matrix matA⇥ matB into a single tuple, and multiply it with matC.

The second choice is to transform the matrix matA and matB into single tuples, and

multiply them. Then, the resulting matrix matA ⇥ matB would be a single tuple, and we

can multiply it with matC directly without changing its layout.

It is hard for a programmer to decide which choice is better without actually running

those computations, as the running time of the matrix multiplication and the matrix trans-

formation can be affected by the matrix sizes and the runtime settings of the machines.

One can imagine that for a more complicated application where more computations

and matrices are involved and interact with each other, selecting the proper layouts for

these matrices will be challenging for a programmer.

An ideal ML system. We think that the problems above are caused by lack of separation

between the logical abstractions and the physical implementations of matrix types and

linear algebra computations.

The logical abstraction of a matrix should describe the type of the matrix. More specif-

ically, it should provide the matrix’s dimensionality (such as one-dimension for vectors,

two-dimensions for matrices, and three or more dimensions for tensors), and gives the

number of elements in each dimension. For a computation, its logical abstraction should
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specify what operation it does (for example, a matrix multiply between two matrices). In

practice, these logical abstractions should be provided by the programmer.

In contrast, the physical implementation of a matrix should describe the physical stor-

age/layout of a matrix (such as rows/columns, row-strips with height 100), and the physical

implementation of a computation should define the actual computation over the physi-

cal implementations of the input matrices (such as a matrix multiply between rows and

columns). These physical implementations should be decided by the system.

In an ideal ML system, a programmer should only need to provide the logical abstrac-

tions for matrix types and ML computations. Then, the system would analyze those logical

abstractions, and automatically figure out their optimal physical implementations, even

choosing the proper hardware to execute those physical implementations in a cloud setting.

The optimality of a physical implementation can be defined as the overall running time, or

the consumption of any other resources such as the memory or network bandwidth.

Our definitions. In this thesis, we realize the ideas above by defining the logical abstrac-

tions and physical implementations for matrix types and linear algebra computations.

More specifically, the logical abstraction of a matrix type is defined as the logical type

of a matrix. It consists of two parts: a dimensionality, and an element vector. The dimen-

sionality specifies the number of dimensions of the matrix, and the element vector gives

the number of elements of the matrix along each dimension. For example, the matrix type

for the matrix myMatrix in the matrix multiply example is (2, h20000, 20000i).
Secondly, the physical implementation of a matrix type specifies the physical storage

of the matrix. For example, the matrix myMatrix can have a physical implementation

“tile-based with 1000 by 1000 tiles”.

Thirdly, the logical abstraction of a LA computation is an atomic computation over

matrices. Intuitively, an atomic computation specifies what an operation does (such as
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a “3-D convolution”). Each atomic computation has a type specification function. This

function takes the input matrix types of the computation as the input, and returns the output

matrix type of the computation. In our matrix multiply example, the atomic computation is

“matrix multiply”. It has two input matrices with the same matrix type (2, h20000, 20000i).
Therefore, the type specification function will return a matrix type as (2, h20000, 20000i),
because the multiplication of these two matrices results in a 20, 000⇥ 20, 000 matrix.

Fourthly, the physical implementation of a LA computation is defined as an atomic

computation implementation for an atomic computation (such as “a matrix multiply be-

tween rows and columns”). It has a type specification function, which is is analogous to the

type specification function associated with an atomic computation, except that it consid-

ers both the matrix type and the associated physical matrix implementation. In our matrix

multiply example, suppose that the physical implementation for both matrices is “tile-based

with 1000 by 1000 tiles”. Then, the atomic computation implementation will be defined as

“a matrix multiply on two tile-based matrices with tile size 1000 by 1000”. Accordingly,

the type specification function of this computation will return a matrix with the physical

implementation “tile-based with 1000 by 1000 tiles”, as the result of this matrix multiply is

a tiled matrix with tile size 1000 by 1000.

Lastly, we introduce an additional concept, a physical matrix transformation. A phys-

ical matrix transformation is defined as a transformation that moves a matrix from one

physical matrix implementation to another (for example, a transformation that moves from

a 10 ⇥ 10 tiling for a matrix, to a column-strip implementation with a column width of

10). Such transformations are necessary as they allow us to chain implementations of

atomic computations (such as matrix multiplies) when their output and input physical im-

plementations do not match. For instance, for our matrix multiplication chain example

matA ⇥ matB ⇥ matC, suppose that the physical matrix implementation for matA and
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matB is “single-tuple”, and the physical implementation of matC is “tile-based with 100

by 100 tiles”. According to the computation, the physical matrix implementation for the

output matrix of the first multiply, matA ⇥ matB, would be “single-tuple”. However, it

cannot be multiplied with a tile-based matrix matC directly. Therefore, a physical matrix

transformation “single-tuple to tile-based with 100 by 100 tiles” would be applied on the

matrix matA⇥matB after the first multiply, and the second multiply will become feasible

after the transformation.

An optimization problem. With these definitions, the problem we try to solve can be

defined as an optimization problem whose target is to find the optimal physical implemen-

tation for each matrix, and the optimal atomic computation implementation for each LA

computation, given the logical matrix types and the atomic computations for the LA com-

putations in a LA program.

To have a more formal definition of this optimization problem, we define a LA program

as a compute graph G = (V,E). A compute graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) whose

structure represents the computational flow of a LA program. The vertices of the graph

represent the LA computations in the program, and the edges represent the dependences

among those computations. When a compute graph is created, each vertex will be labeled

with an atomic computation. Also, a matrix type for the output matrix produced by the

computation is also associated with each vertex. Moreover, each source vertex (that is, the

vertex with no incoming edges) will have an additional label, that is, the physical matrix

implementation of the matrix, as a source vertex represents an input matrix for the LA

program.

The optimality of an implementation/a transformation can be defined as the cost of

an implementation/a transformation. Therefore, we associate each atomic computation

implementation and each physical matrix transformation with a cost function, respectively.
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The cost function will return the execution cost (e.g., the running time, or other types of

metrics) for a specific atomic computation implementation and a specific physical matrix

transformation.

With the compute graph and the cost function, the optimization problem can be fur-

ther defined as an annotation problem, where the goal is to annotate each vertex with the

optimal atomic computation implementation, and to annotate each edge with the optimal

physical matrix transformation, so that the sum of the costs of these selected implementa-

tions and transformations is minimum among the sum cost of each possible combination of

implementations and transformations. We denote this minimum sum cost as the minimum

cost of the whole compute graph.

Our algorithms for solving the optimization problem. We solve this optimization prob-

lem in two cases: a tree-shaped compute graph, and a general compute graph.

If the compute graph is tree-shaped, that is, each vertex in the graph has only one

directed out-edge, the optimization problem can be solved by a dynamic programming

algorithm inspired by Felsenstein’s algorithm in computational genetics [21].

If the compute graph is not tree-shaped—that is, an output from a computation may

be used by multiple, subsequent computations—the algorithm that must be run is more

intricate. The problem in this case is that the costs of two vertices or computations in the

compute graph are no longer always independent; because they can share the same an-

cestor, the costs to compute these two vertices will depend on the details of the physical

implementation of that ancestor. For this case, we extend the dynamic programming algo-

rithm so that it considers these correlations. While the resulting algorithm is not guaranteed

to be efficient—in the worst case the cost can scale exponentially with the number of com-

putations that depend upon a particular ancestor—for many common ML computations,

the cost is in practice reasonable.
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Experimental results. We implement our ideas on top of two relational database engines.

We implement our ideas on SimSQL [22], a parallel analytics relational database system,

and PlinyCompute [23], a high-performance relational algebra computing engine. A rela-

tional system is a desirable platform to implement our ideas. First, a relational database

system usually has a built-in optimizer, and it can automatically optimize the input compu-

tations for a distributed environment. Second, a relational database system usually provides

a declarative programming language, making it flexible and transparent in the sense that a

programmer is free from choosing which hardwares must execute which computation.

We conduct an extensive set of experiments to test the efficacy and efficiency of our

proposal. For the experiments on SimSQL, we test three ML/LA computations: A feed-

forward backpropagation neural network (FFNN), a two-level matrix inverse, and a matrix

multiplication chain. We compare three implementations: an auto-generated code produced

by applying our ideas; a hand-written code written by an expert of the system; and an all-

tile implementation where all matrices are stored as square tiles. We run the experiments

on an Amazon EC2 cluster.

The experimental results show that in every case, the auto-generated code beats both the

hand-written code, where we tried to choose the best possible physical organization as well

as the best atomic computation implementation, and the all-tile code. The auto-generated

code even beat the hand-written code in the case of the FFNN implementations, where we

had every incentive to write the best code possible, as the hand-written code used for the

FFNN experiment formed the basis of a set of experiments published in the paper [24].

This result shows that the auto-generated code could even inspire an expert user for writing

the efficient code for the system.

Throughout all of the experiments, compared to the all-tile code, the auto-generated

code was able to finish in time that was less than 70% of the all-tile code in the worst case
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(the smallest FFNN experiment), down to only about 25% of the time of the all-tile code in

a matrix multiplication chain experiment.

Also, it is notable that the auto-generated code could finish successfully for all experi-

ments. However, both hand-written code and all-tile code failed in the FFNN experiments

with a large hidden layer size of 160K on a five-node cluster. The reason is that too much

intermediate data was produced for both cases. This result shows that the auto-generated

method is not only able to generate efficient code, but also able to generate stable code

which can run successfully even in extreme cases

For the experiments on PlinyCompute, we also test backpropogation on a feed-forward

neural network, and compare the PlinyCompute implementation optimized using our pro-

posed techniques with a PyTorch implementation hand-written in PyTorch [12]. We again

run the experiments on an Amazon EC2 cluster.

The experimental results show that the optimized PlinyCompute engine outperforms

the PyTorch code in each case. This is especially true for the batch size of 1000, where

PlinyCompute is twice faster than PyTorch when running on 5 workers and 10 workers.

For the 10-worker experiment with a hidden layer size 5000, the PlinyCompute took 21.61s,

and the PyTorch code took 49.57s, where the PlinyCompute is 2.5 times faster.

Another interesting finding is that PyTorch failed in all experiments with a hidden layer

size of 7000 due to an out-of-memory error, where PlinyCompute could finish them all, and

it took only 24.58s on a 20-worker cluster. This is because that PyTorch uses a data-parallel

implementation which broadcasts the entire model to all machines. The data-parallel im-

plementation is problematic for a large model because when it broadcasts the model, a large

amount of data needs to be copied and transferred. This is exactly where model parallel

is superior, as it decomposes the model into smaller pieces, and distributes these pieces of

model as well as the associated computations to each node in the cluster. This is why the
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PlinyCompute implementation could work for a large model.
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Chapter 2

Background

As machine learning (ML) has become an increasingly important class of computation, a lot

of attention has been focused on building high-performance computing systems targeted at

running ML or linear algebra (LA) computations. TensorFlow [10], PyTorch [12], MXNet

[14], Pandas [25], and scikit-learn [26] are just a few examples of such systems.

Lack of abstraction in ML system design. One concern is that high-performance ML

systems can be surprisingly inflexible, as they are often built to make one particular style

of ML computation run fast. Many systems, for example, are targeted at running back-

propagation over a neural network on a single machine, where the network has modestly-

sized layers that easily fit in GPU RAM. These systems often perform poorly (or simply do

not work at all) when running distributed computations or computations that require a lot of

RAM [24]. We assert that the core problem is lack of abstraction: in popular ML systems

such as TensorFlow, an operation such as a matrix multiply is not an abstract or logical

operation that the system will figure out how to run efficiently; it is an actual physical

operation that needs to be run somewhere, using an available computational kernel. There

is little built-in support for figuring out how to (automatically) distribute the computation

across multiple machines or even multiple GPUs on the same machine.

A database engine as an ML engine. This is where key concepts from database systems,

particularly declarativity and data independence, can be very useful. A programmer spec-

ifying a matrix multiplication as part of an ML computation on a “database style” system
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needs not worry about how the matrices are physically represented, how they are stored, or

what hardware is being used to run the multiplication. The programmer simply asks for the

multiply, and the system figures out how to run it automatically and efficiently.

Some prior works [27, 28] have argued that for these reasons, a database-like system—

or even a traditional database system—can serve as an excellent platform for running ML

computations. For example, one can augment a database system with a special MATRIX

type, and declare two 2⇥ 104 by 2⇥ 104 matrices, stored tiled (or chunked) into relations

having 400 tuples each:
myMatrix (tileRow INTEGER, tileCol INTEGER,

mat MATRIX[1000][1000])
anotherMat (tileRow INTEGER, tileCol INTEGER,

mat MATRIX[1000][1000])

Then simple SQL code runs an efficient, distributed matrix multiply:
SELECT lhs.tileRow, rhs.tileCol,

SUM (matrix_multiply (lhs.mat, rhs.mat))
FROM myMatrix AS lhs, anotherMat AS rhs
WHERE lhs.tileCol = rhs.tileRow
GROUP BY lhs.tileRow, rhs.tileCol

One of the key advantages of using a database-style engine in this way is automatic opti-

mization. For two large matrices such as myMatrix and anotherMat, the database will

choose to co-partition the matrices before joining. But if one of the matrices (for example,

myMatrix) is relatively small, a high-quality database engine will decide to broadcast

it to each site, while partitioning the other matrix (anotherMat) across sites, and then

at each site joining the full myMatrix with a portion of anotherMat. In this way, a

database engine has important advantages over a special-built ML engine such as Tensor-

Flow, because a matrix multiplication is a logical construct that the system “figures out”

how to run effectively.

While there are considerable advantages to using a database engine as a distributed ML

or LA engine, more work must be done before a database-style engine could be a viable
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alternative to TensorFlow. Crucially, there is still a gap between the simple code that an ML

programmer would expect to write, and the required SQL code given above. For example,

a matrix multiplication is written in NumPy as:

»> myMatrix = np.random.rand(20000, 20000)

»> anotherMat = np.random.rand(20000, 20000)

»> output = np.matmul(myMatrix, anotherMat)

In contrast, the SQL programmer has to implicitly make several difficult decisions that are

not required by a NumPy programmer:

• S/he decided to decompose (tile) each input matrix.

• S/he decided that there should be 400 tiles in each matrix, where each tile is sized

1000 by 1000.

• S/he decided on a particular SQL code to logically specify how to run the multipli-

cation over the tiles.

To be clear: the database programmer has gained something from making such decisions.

Because the matrices have been decomposed, the computation can easily be parallelized

across a cluster by a database engine, whereas the NumPy implementation cannot.

The problem is that each of these decisions can have a significant impact on the perfor-

mance of the multiplication, and the implications can be difficult or impossible to reason

through. One could, for example, have chosen to decompose the matrices into vertical and

horizontal strips, respectively:
myMatrix (tileRow INTEGER, mat MATRIX[50][20000])
anotherMat (tileCol INTEGER, mat MATRIX[20000][50])

Then, the matrix multiplication would not require aggregation:
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SELECT lhs.tileRow, rhs.tileCol,
matrix_multiply (lhs.mat, rhs.mat)

FROM myMatrix AS lhs, anotherMat AS rhs

The SQL code then results in an output matrix that consists of 160,000, 50 by 50 tiles.

Would this have been a preferred implementation? It is likely impossible for a programmer

to know.

The problem of choosing a physical representation for the input matrices is even more

difficult in the case of a complicated ML computation, which may require hundreds of indi-

vidual operations (matrix multiplications, Hadamard products, function applications, etc.)

to perform the full computation. The problem is harder because the different operations

interact: a particular implementation of a matrix multiplication may leave the matrix in a

physical organization that is inappropriate for the next operation (or next operations if the

result of an operation has multiple consumers).

Our contributions. We consider the problem of automatic, physical “database” design

for ML and LA computations, such as the matrix multiply above, that are to be run on

a database-style engine. That is, we consider the problem of analyzing and helping the

implementation of a potentially complicated ML/LA computation. The analysis is tasked

with automatically choosing an optimal storage for each input and intermediate matrix/ten-

sor, as well as an appropriate implementation for each operation, to minimize the overall

running time.

Some specific contributions are:

1. We propose a framework to automatically explore the physical design space for the

vectors/matrices that are used to power complex ML/LA computation. To the best of

our knowledge, this problem has not been tackled before.

2. We define a novel optimization problem where the goal is to compute the set of data
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formats and associated logical ML operator implementations so as to minimize the

running time of the input ML computation. To achieve this goal, we also propose a

cost model to compute the cost of a ML/LA operation in a specific format.

3. We adapt and extend a classical algorithm from computational genetics (called Felsen-

stein’s algorithm [21]) to solve this optimization problem.

4. We implement our ideas on top of SimSQL [22], a parallel relational database sys-

tem, and PlinyCompute [23], a high-performance relational algebra system. Our

experiments show that the physical design selected by our optimization framework

tends to have a better performance than the formats that are manually picked up by

an expert user of the system.

Finally, we note that while our focus is running ML- or LA-style computations on a

distributed database engine, the ideas presented in this thesis are just as applicable to a

general, traditional, distributed, high-performance computing environment.
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Chapter 3

Preliminaries

3.1 Motivating Example

We begin with a simple example that illustrates some of the trade-offs that must be managed

when optimizing the physical design of a distributed LA or ML computation.

Suppose we have three matrices matA, matB and matC, sized 100 ⇥ 104, 104 ⇥ 100

and 100 ⇥ 106, respectively. The matrix matA is stored as ten “row-strips” (that is, sub-

matrices where the number of columns is equal to the number of columns in the original

matrix) and the matrix matB is stored as ten “column-strips”. The bigger matrix matC

is stored as one hundred column-strips. Assuming these row-strips and column-strips are

stored relationally, the schemas are:
matA (tileRow INTEGER, mat MATRIX[10][10000])
matB (tileCol INTEGER, mat MATRIX[10000][10])
matC (tileCol INTEGER, mat MATRIX[100][10000])

Now, a programmer wants to compute matA ⇥ matB ⇥ matC. At a first glance, the

multiply between matA and matB is straightforward. Assuming data are stored in a rela-

tional database system, as matA is stored in row-strips, and matB is in column-strips, the

multiplication between them can be written in one SQL query:
CREATE VIEW matAB (tileRow, tileCol, mat) AS

SELECT x.tileRow, m.tileCol,
matrix_multiply(x.mat, m.mat)

FROM matA AS x, matB AS m;

One benefit of this implementation is that no aggregation is needed. The resulting

matrix, matAB, will then have schema:
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matAB (tileRow INTEGER, tileCol INTEGER,
mat MATRIX[10][10])

A natural choice for the multiplication between matAB and matC is a tile-based matrix

multiply, where the matC is chunked into 10⇥ 10 tiles before the multiply. SQL code for

performing the chunking and the subsequent multiplication are:
CREATE VIEW matCTile(tileRow, tileCol, mat) AS

SELECT bi.rowID, bi.colID,
get_tile(C.mat, bi.rowID, bi.colID -

C.tileCol * 1000, 10, 10)
FROM matC AS C, tileIndex AS bi
WHERE bi.colID / 1000 = C.tileCol;

CREATE VIEW matABC(tileRow, tileCol, mat) AS
SELECT x.tileRow, m.tileCol,

sum(matrix_multiply(x.mat, m.mat))
FROM matAB AS x, matCTile AS m
WHERE x.tileCol = m.tileRow
GROUP BY x.tileRow, m.tileCol;

Alternative implementation. There is, however, an alternative implementation that may

have some runtime advantages.

Specifically, the matrix matAB has a total size of 100⇥100. Since it is relatively small,

we may store it as a single tuple (that is, without chunking); in this case, the multiplication

between matAB and matC can be run as an inexpensive broadcast join.

The difficulty is that the matrix matAB is stored as a set of 100, 10 ⇥ 10 chunks after

the first multiply. If a database is augmented with simple vector and matrix operations

[27], transforming matAB so that it can be stored in a single attribute can be performed by

executing two aggregate functions, ROWMATRIX and COLMATRIX, which aggregate the

tiles along rows and columns, respectively. The SQL code for this transformation is:
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CREATE VIEW matABStrip(tileRow, mat) AS
SELECT x.tileRow,

ROWMATRIX(label_matrix(x.mat, x.tileCol))
FROM matAB AS x
GROUP BY x.tileRow;

CREATE VIEW matABSingle(mat) AS
SELECT COLMATRIX(label_matrix(x.mat, x.tileRow))
FROM matABStrip AS x;

After we obtain the single-tuple matrix matABSingle, the last multiply can be im-

plemented as:
CREATE VIEW matABC(tileCol, mat) AS

SELECT m.tileCol, matrix_multiply(x.mat, m.mat)
FROM matABSingle AS x, matC AS m;

Performance. We run these two implementations on a five node Amazon compute cluster

(see the Experiments Chapter of this thesis for details of the cluster setup), and give their

runtime performance in Figure 3.1. For the multiplication between matAB and matC,

implementation 1 is much slower than implementation 2 as the latter uses a broadcast join

for the multiply, and produces fewer tiles and intermediate data. The difference in total

running time is significant.

3.2 Problem Statement

As shown, different physical data design choices for the same LA/ML computation can

lead to very different runtime behaviors, and choosing a performant implementation for a

LA computation is not an easy task. First, it is difficult for a programmer to anticipate the

effect of choosing one physical implementation for a matrix versus another. And second,

even if a programmer is able to choose the best physical design for one particular operation

such as a multiply, as the computation increases in size, the design space increases in size

exponentially as the programmer must consider the physical design of each input matrix,

as well as the intermediate matrices and the interactions between them.
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Implementation 1 Implementation 2

matA⇥ matB
Multiply row-strip ⇥ col-strip row-strip ⇥ col-strip

Join Type Shuffle Join Pipelined

Time 15 sec 16 sec

matAB⇥ matC
Transform col-strip) tile tile) single

Trans. Time 2 min 7 sec 8 sec

Multiply tile ⇥ tile single ⇥ col-strip

Join Type Shuffle Join Broadcast Join

Mult. Time 16 min 27 sec 14 sec

Total

Total Time 19min11sec 56sec

Figure 3.1 : Comparison of two matrix multiply implementations.

Our goal in this work is to allow a programmer to specify a distributed ML/LA com-

putation at a very high level, without committing to a particular physical design. For ex-

ample, in a database system, the programmer might simply give the logical specification:
CREATE TABLE matA (

mat MATRIX[100][10000])

and then load the table with data in whatever physical format is desired. All computations

are specified without reference to a physical data format. For example:
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CREATE VIEW matAB(mat) AS
SELECT matrix_multiply(x.mat, m.mat)
FROM matA AS x, matB AS m;

CREATE VIEW matABC(mat) AS
SELECT matrix_multiply(x.mat, m.mat)
FROM matAB AS x, matC AS m;

The system would accept this high-level specification and explore the various physical

implementations available for all of the matrices and vectors in the computation—as well

as the implementations of the operations over them—with the goal of choosing the set of

physical implementations that reduce the overall running time.

The remaining parts of this thesis are organized as follows. Chapter 4 defines the ma-

trix types and operations that will be used in this thesis. Chapters 5 formalizes the problem

of choosing the optimal physical implementation for a distributed LA/ML computation.

The next two chapters then consider algorithms for solving the optimization problem ex-

actly. Chapter 8, 9 and 10 describe how we implement our ideas in a distributed relational

database system. Lastly, Chapter 11 details a set of experiments to show the efficacy and

efficiency of our proposal.

Finally, we would like to point out that our ideas are not limited to RDBMS. In fact, we

believe that any ML/LA/data analytics systems (such as TensorFlow) would benefit their

users if the logical abstraction and the physical implementation could have some level of

separation, or at least the system would take care of some of the decisions for the physical

implementations.
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Chapter 4

Matrix Types and Operations

To formalize our problem definition, it is necessary to define a few key concepts: matrix

types and physical matrix implementations, as well as the atomic computations and atomic

computation implementations and transformations that operate over them.

Let M be the set of matrix types. A matrix type is a pair of the form (d, b) where d is the

dimensionality of the matrix. d = 1 for a vector, d = 2 for a classical matrix, and d � 3 for

a higher dimensional tensor. b 2 Nd is a vector giving the number of entries of the matrix

along each dimension. So, for example, the type corresponding to all two by two matrices

m2⇥2 is (2, h2, 2i).

Let P be the set of physical matrix implementations. Intuitively, a physical matrix imple-

mentation is a storage specification such as “single tuple” or “tile-based with 500 by 500

tiles” or “row strips with rows of height 50.” Each physical matrix implementation has a

matrix type specification function f

: M ! {true, false}. That is, given a matrix type

m 2 M and physical matrix implementation p 2 P , p.f(m) evaluates to true if p can

be used by the system to implement m, and false otherwise. For example, imagine that

m = (2, h105, 105i), and p corresponds to a “single tuple” implementation. We would ex-

pect that p.f(m) would evaluate to false, as one could not typically store a 40GB matrix in

a single tuple.

Let A be the set of atomic computations over matrices. Intuitively, an atomic computation

is an operation such as a “matrix multiply” or a “3-D convolution”. Each atomic computa-
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tion has an input arity n, and a type specification function f

: Mn !M [ {?}. For an

atomic computation a, given a set of input matrix types, a.f either returns the output type

of a, or else it returns? indicating that a cannot accept the input types. For example, if a is

a matrix multiply, a.f
⇣�

2, h5, 10i� , �2, h10, 5i�
⌘

would return (2, h5, 5i), as multiplying a

5⇥ 10 matrix and a 10⇥ 5 matrix results in a 5⇥ 5 matrix.

Let I be a set of atomic computation implementations. Whereas an atomic computation is

an abstract computation, without an implementation, each i 2 I is an implementation for

a specific computation. An atomic computation implementation has an atomic computa-

tion a 2 A of an input arity n that it implements, as well as a type specification function

f

: (M ⇥ P)n ! P [ {?}. This type specification function is analogous to the type

specification function associated with an atomic computation, except that it considers both

the matrix type and the associated physical matrix implementation. The function returns?
if the atomic computation implementation cannot process the input types. For example, we

may have a particular matrix multiplication implementation that works when both inputs

are chunked into 103 ⇥ 103 chunks (in which case f may specify that the implementation

outputs 103⇥ 103 chunks) but does not work if one input is chunked into 103⇥ 103 chunks

and the other decomposed into column-strips. Here, the associated type specification func-

tion would output ? in this case.

Finally, let T be the set of physical matrix transformations. These transformations are as-

sociated with algorithms that move from one physical matrix implementation to another

(for example, an algorithm that moves from a 1000⇥1000 tiling for a matrix, to a row-strip

implementation with a row height of 10). Such transformations are necessary as they allow

us to chain implementations of atomic computations (such as matrix multiplies) whose out-

put and input physical implementations do not match. Each physical matrix transformation

has a matrix type specification function f

: M ⇥ P ! P [ {?}. This function takes two
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Figure 4.1 : A compute graph and an annotated compute graph for the example of Chapter

3.

arguments: an input matrix type and an input physical implementation, and it returns an

output physical implementation if the transformation is feasible. Otherwise, ?.

Note that a reasonable implementation of these ideas should always provide an identity

transformation, which leaves the physical matrix implementation unchanged.
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Chapter 5

Formal Problem Definition

In this chapter, we formalize our problem definition.

5.1 Compute Graph

Given these preliminaries, a compute graph G = (V,E) is defined to correspond to the

computation that we want to develop an optimized physical implementation for. A com-

pute graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), whose structure corresponds to the logical

computation that we wish to perform, where vertices are operations and edges control the

flow of data. Note that since not all of the atomic computations are commutative, the input

edges into a vertex have an implicit ordering that corresponds to the order of arguments.

Each source vertex (that is, each vertex with no incoming edges) in V corresponds to

a matrix that is input into the computation, and hence it is labeled with both a matrix type

m and an associated physical matrix implementation p. Each non-source vertex is labeled

with an atomic computation a. Implicitly, each non-source vertex also has a matrix type m,

which can be inferred by traversing the compute graph from the source vertices. Specifi-

cally, if a vertex v has input edges (v1, v), (v2, v), ..., then v.m = v.a.f(v1.m, v2.m, ...).

The compute graph corresponding to the example of the Chapter 3 is shown in Figure

4.1.
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5.2 Problem: Annotating a Compute Graph

The central problem studied in this thesis is the problem of annotating a compute graph.

When annotating a compute graph G to produce an annotated graph G

0, we have two sub-

tasks:

1. Label each non-source vertex in G with an atomic computation implementation i that

will actually be run.

2. Label each edge e = (v1, v2) in G with a physical matrix transformation t. This

transformation handles the case where the physical matrix implementation output

from v1.i cannot be processed by v2.i (effectively, when it does not match the type

requirement of v2.i). In this case, the transformation e.t is used to transform the

output implementation so that it can be processed.

Note that annotating a compute graph implicitly assigns a physical matrix implemen-

tation p to each vertex, where p serves to describe the implementation associated with the

output of the vertex. There are two cases: if v is a source vertex, then v is explicitly given,

as every input matrix has a physical implementation.

If v is not a source vertex, then assume v has input edges e1 = (v1, v), e2 = (v2, v), ....

Then, the physical matrix implementation associated with the vertex is determined as:

v.p = v.i.f(v1.m, e1.t.f(v1.m, v1.p),

v2.m, e2.t.f(v2.m, v2.p), ...)

That is, the physical implementation of a vertex v is determined by taking the physical

implementations of all vertices feeding into v, pushing those implementations through the

transformations associated with each input edge, and then feeding those resulting imple-

mentations to v.i.f .
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Finally, we note that not all annotations are acceptable. The annotated compute graph

G

0 must be type-correct. That is:

• The physical matrix implementation of a vertex v must be compatible with its matrix

type. It is not acceptable to implement a huge, 106 ⇥ 106 matrix as a single tuple.

Formally, it must be the case that:

v.p.f(v.m) = true.

• The atomic computation implementation associated with each vertex must implement

the correct atomic computation. It is not acceptable to annotate a vertex that corre-

sponds to a matrix multiply with an implementation for a 3-D convolution. Formally,

it must be the case that v.i.a = v.a.

• The atomic computation implementation i associated with each vertex must be able

to correctly process all of its input physical matrix implementations. That is, in-

tuitively, it is incorrect to feed a tile-matrix-multiply two matrices stored as single

tuples. Formally, if v has input edges e1 = (v1, v), e2 = (v2, v), .... Then, it must be

the case that

v.i.f(v1.m, e1.t.f(v1.m, v1.p),

v2.m, e2.t.f(v2.m, v2.p), ...), 6= ?

or, equivalently, v.p 6= ?.

The annotated compute graph corresponding to Implementation 2 for the example of

the Chapter 3 is shown in Figure 4.1.
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5.3 Optimizing the Annotation

There are many possible type-correct annotations for a given compute graph, and not all of

them make sense from a computational point-of-view. For example, one could simply take

the input matrices, transform each into a pure, tuple-based physical representation (where

each entry in the matrix is represented as a tuple with a list of indices and a single, floating-

point value) and then use tuple-based atomic computation implementations throughout the

compute graph. However, tuple-based implementations are typically very slow, as there is

usually a non-trivial fixed overhead associated with pushing a tuple through a distributed

system, and decomposing a 105 ⇥ 105 matrix into ten billion tuples incurs this overhead

ten billion times. Thus, our goal is not simply to produce a type-correct annotation, but to

produce the optimal type-correct annotation.

Optimality will be defined in terms of the cost of the annotation. Thus, we augment

each item in I (our set of atomic computation implementations) and in T (our set of phys-

ical matrix transformations) with a cost function c, which returns the time (or some other,

appropriate notion of cost) of the implementation or transformation.

Costing atomic computation implementations. Specifically, for each i 2 I, we define

the cost function i.c

: (M ⇥ P)n ! R. That is, the cost function accepts a matrix type

as well as a physical matrix implementation for each input, and returns a real number

indicating the cost. Then, for a vertex v 2 V with input edges e1 = (v1, v), e2 = (v2, v), ...,

we associate a cost:

v.c = v.i.c(v1.m, e1.t.f(v1.m, v1.p),

v2.m, e2.t.f(v2.m, v2.p), ...).

Costing physical matrix transformations. For each t 2 T , we define the cost function

t.c

: M ⇥ P ! R. That is, the cost function accepts a matrix type as well as a physi-
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cal matrix implementations, and returns a real number indicating the cost to perform the

transformation. Then, for an edge e = (v1, v2) from E, define the cost:

e.c = e.t.c(v1.m, v1.p).

Costing an annotation. Given this, the cost for an annotated graph G

0 = (V,E) is simply:

Cost(G0) =
X

v2V

v.c+
X

e2E

e.c.

The problem we consider is: out of all annotated, type-correct versions of G, choose the G0

that minimizes the value Cost(G0). We denote this cost-optimal, annotated, type-correct

version of G by G

⇤.
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Chapter 6

Optimizing Tree-Shaped Graphs

6.1 Preliminaries

Computing G

⇤ from G can be a difficult problem computationally. Fortunately, there exists

a common class of compute graphs for which it is possible to compute G

⇤ in time that

is linear with the number of vertices in G. Specifically, the optimization can be done in

linear time if G is “tree shaped”—that is, each vertex in G has only one directed out-edge.

The optimization algorithm we develop for this particular case is a dynamic programming

algorithm inspired by Felsenstein’s algorithm in computational genetics [21].

We begin with some definitions. For tree-shaped G, for vertex v, we use G

v

to denote

the subgraph of G that consists of all vertices from which v can be reached, and all edges

between those vertices. Using the notation from the last chapter, G⇤
v

is the cost-optimal,

annotated, type-correct version of G
v

.

Now, define the function F where F(v, ⇢) returns Cost(G⇤
v

), subject to the constraint

that v.p = ⇢ (that is, subject to the constraint that the physical matrix implementation

resulting from the atomic computation implementation associated with v is ⇢).

6.2 Recursively Computing the Optimal Cost

Next, we make an observation. Assume we have a vertex v with n input edges e1 =

(v1, v), e2 = (v2, v), ..., en = (v
n

, v). Then, it is possible to compute F(v, ⇢) from each

F(v
j

, .) Specifically, we enumerate all possible combinations of the following:
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1. An atomic computation implementation for v that results in the desired physical ma-

trix implementation ⇢;

2. The physical matrix implementations output by each v

j

;

3. A set of physical matrix implementations (denoted by pin) input into the implemen-

tation for v, from each v

j

; and

4. A set of physical matrix transformations that move between the set of physical matrix

implementations (denoted by pout) output by executing each v

j

and the set of physical

matrix implementations input into v.

For each possible combination that is type-correct, we compute a cost associated with the

combination. Then, out of all enumerated combinations of implementations and trans-

formations that result in the physical matrix organization ⇢, we choose the lowest cost

combination and use its cost as the value of F(v, ⇢).

More formally, the following recurrence can be used to compute the optimal value of

F(v, ⇢) for any value of ⇢:

F(v, ⇢) =argmin {i 2 I, pin 2 Pn

, pout 2 Pn

, t 2 T n}
8
>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>:

1 if i.a 6= v.a

1 if i.f(v1.m, pout
1 , v2.m, pout

2 , ...) 6= ⇢

i.c(v1.m, pout
1 , v2.m, pout

2 , ...) otherwise

+

X

j2{1...n}

8
>>><

>>>:

1 if t
j

.f(v
j

.m, pin
j

) 6= pout
j

F(v
j

, pin
j

) + t
j

.c(v
j

.m, pin
j

) otherwise
(6.1)

This recurrence looks complicated and indeed the details are fairly intricate, but at a high

level things are fairly simple. Intuitively, to compute the lowest cost solution that ensures
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the result of computing vertex v is the physical implementation ⇢, we need to figure out

how to minimize the sum of three terms:

1. The cost to execute some atomic computation implementation i for v.a; and

2. The cost to compute the cost-optimal, annotated, type-correct version of each input

into v.

3. The cost to transform each matrix associated with the set {v1, v2, ..., vn} to the phys-

ical matrix implementation required by i.

Those terms are all represented in Equation (1). In addition, there are a number of con-

straints represented by the recurrence.

1. The chosen atomic computation implementation i must implement the atomic com-

putation v.a associated with v; if i.a 6= v.a, the wrong computation type is chosen

and hence we incur a cost of1, indicating an infeasible solution.

2. The atomic computation implementation must result in the correct output, i.e., the

physical matrix implementation ⇢.

3. When we choose an atomic computation implementation, we must also be able to

choose a transformation that produces the correct physical matrix implementation

for that atomic computation implementation.

This recurrence optimally computes F(v, ⇢) from each F(v
j

, .) because first, each

F(v
j

, .) computes the optimal cost for each G

vj . Second, when choosing the optimal

atomic computation implementation to ensure that v.i = ⇢, the details of the actual com-

putation associated with each G

vj are irrelevant, other than the physical matrix implemen-

tation that is output. Thus, once we compute each F(v
j

, .), this function “hides” the details

of the sub-computation.
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6.3 Dynamic Programming

Then, all of this suggests a simple, dynamic programming algorithm to compute G

⇤ from

G in the case of a tree-shaped graph:

1. For each source vertex v, the physical matrix implementation p is given as input—

this is the actual organization used to store the matrix before the computation begins.

Thus, we begin by computing F(v, .) for each source vertex. Specifically, if v has

input physical implementation p, then F(v, p) = 0, and F(v, ⇢) =1 for ⇢ 6= p.

2. Next, choose some vertex v, for which F(v
j

, .) has been computed for each v

j

such

that there is an edge (v
j

, v) in G. Use the above recurrence to compute F(v, ⇢) for

each possible value of ⇢.

3. Repeat (2) until F(v, .) has been computed for each vertex.

4. For the vertex v which has no output edges, choose the atomic computation imple-

mentation and the resulting physical matrix implementation that produces the mini-

mal F(v, p).

5. Finally, traverse backward through the graph. Label each edge with the physical

matrix transformation that was used to produce the optimal cost, and label each ver-

tex with the atomic computation implementation and the resulting physical matrix

implementation that produced the optimal cost.
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Chapter 7

Optimizing General DAGs

The algorithm to compute G

⇤ for general DAGs is more involved. Consider the graph

associated with the computation of the matrix O:

T1  S⇥ T

T2  T1 ⇥ U

O ((R⇥ T1) + T2) + (T2 ⇥ V)

The graph associated with this computation is depicted in Figure 7.1. Such non-tree-shaped

graphs are ubiquitous in modern, neural network learning where (for example) a vector or

matrix of neuron activations is used both in the forward pass and the backward pass during

the backpropgation algorithm.

The difficulty with a compute graph that is not tree-shaped is that when two vertices v1

and v2 in a graph are descended from the same vertex v, no reasonable implementation of

the computation would optimize and execute G

v

twice. For example, in Figure 7.1, both

the matrices T2 and O depend on intermediate matrix T1; it should be computed once and

re-used.

Thus, when two vertices v1 and v2 share the same ancestor v, the optimal costs F(v1, ⇢1)

and F(v2, ⇢2) cannot be computed independently, as this implicitly assumes that we are

computing all of G
v1 and then all of G

v2 separately, and not re-using the sub-computation

G

v

. Thus, we need to generalize the algorithm to allow for sharing.
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Figure 7.1 : A matrix computation that is not tree-shaped.

7.1 Optimizing Costs Along a Frontier

To extend our algorithm to general DAGs, we first define the notion of a frontier. A frontier

is simply a cut of the input graph G, into an optimized portion, and an unoptimized portion

that has not yet been processed. The set of vertices that have one or more of their out-edges

cut are said to be “along the frontier”.

Our algorithm will begin with an initial frontier that separates all of the source vertices

from the rest of the graph—the source vertices are already “optimized”, because we are

given the physical matrix implementation for each source vertex as input. Then, our al-

gorithm will iteratively move one vertex from the set of unoptimized vertices to the set of

optimized vertices, and update F as it does so. This progression is depicted in Figure 7.2.

Once all of the vertices have been optimized, the algorithm is done.

As in the algorithm for tree-like graphs, we will maintain the optimal cost as a function

F , and define a recurrence that allows us to compute F by looking at the optimal way

to perform sub-computations. However, there is a key difference. At all times during the

execution of the algorithm, as the frontier moves through the graph, we must maintain the

optimal cost not on a per-vertex basis, but jointly, for sets of vertices on the frontier that

share ancestors. Again, the intuition here is that two vertices that share the same ancestor
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Figure 7.2 : Moving the frontier as vertices are moved from the un-optimized set to the

optimized set. The cut separating the optimized and un-optimized parts of the computation

is shown as a line. The set of equivalence classes V
F

along the current frontier is shown via

the blue shading.

cannot be considered independently, as we want them to share common sub-computations.

At all times during the execution of the algorithm, the set of vertices along the current

frontier are partitioned into equivalence classes V

F

= {V F

1 , V

F

2 , V

F

3 , ...} so that if two

vertices v1 and v2 2 V

F

have a common ancestor in G, then they must be in the same

equivalence class. The partitioning of vertices along the frontier into equivalence classes is

depicted in Figure 7.2.* F is now no longer defined over all vertices, but rather over each

*To perform the partitioning, we create an undirected graph G0 whose set of vertices is the set of vertices

along the current frontier; two vertices v1 and v2 in G0 are connected if they share an ancestor in G. Then,

two vertices along the frontier are in the same equivalence class if and only if they are reachable from one
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equivalence class that has appeared along a frontier at some time during the optimization.

For equivalence class V , let p 2 P |V | be a list of physical matrix organizations, where

p
v

for v 2 V refers to the physical matrix organization resulting from the execution of

vertex v. (Note that in the remainder of this chapter, we will use the convention that when

we have a vector or list of candidate physical matrix implementations or matrix transforma-

tions, we subscript with the vertex to obtain the implementation/transformation associated

with that vertex). Then

F(V, p)

refers to the minimum cost to compute every vertex in V , subject to the constraint that the

output physical matrix organizations are exactly as specified by p.

7.2 Moving the Frontier Forward

Our generalization of the algorithm for tree-shaped graphs operates by iteratively picking

a vertex v that is in the unoptimized portion of the graph, but whose input edges are only in

the optimized portion of the graph. This vertex is then added to the the optimized portion

of the graph, and F as well as the frontier are updated. This continues until every vertex is

in the optimized portion of the graph.

As depicted in Figure 7.2, moving v from the unoptimized to the optimized portion of

the graph changes the set of vertices along the current frontier. v will be added to that set,

and any vertex whose only out-edge to the unoptimized portion of the graph was directed

to v will be removed from the current frontier.

Recall that the frontier is partitioned into equivalence classes so that every vertex in the

frontier that contains a common ancestor is in the same equivalence class. Let V F

v

denote

another in G0.
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the equivalence class in the new version of the frontier that contains v, and, (as before) let

V

F = {V F

1 , V

F

2 , V

F

3 , ...} denote the equivalence classes in the partitioning in the current

version of the frontier. Further, let V arg = {varg
1 , v

arg
2 , ...} denote the set of vertices that have

an out-edge to v. Consider only the equivalence classes in V

F which have a non-empty

intersection with V

F

v

[ V

arg; assume that the total number of vertices in these equivalence

classes is n.

The key question is: How do we update F in response to the update of the set of vertices

along the frontier?

For the equivalence class V

v

F

in the new version of the frontier that contains v, and a

candidate set p of associated, physical matrix organizations, we have the following variant
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on Equation (1):

F(V F

v

, p) =

argmin {i 2 I, pin 2 Pn

, pout 2 Pn

, t 2 T |Varg|}
8
>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>:

1 if i.a 6= v.a

1 if i.f(varg
1 .m, pout

v

arg
1
, v

arg
2 .m, pout

v

arg
2
, ...) 6= p

v

i.c(varg
1 .m, pout

v

arg
1
, v

arg
2 .m, pout

v

arg
2
, ...) otherwise

+

X

V={v1,v2,...}2V F

8
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

0 if V \ (V arg [ V

F

v

) = ?

1 if 9v 2 (V � V

arg)

s.t. pin
v

6= pout
v

or pin
v

6= p
v

1 if 9v 2 (V \ V

arg)

s.t. t
v

.f(v.m, pin
v

) 6= pout
v

F(V, hpin
v1
, pin

v2
, ...i)+

P
v2V \V arg t

v

.c(v.m, pin
v

) otherwise

(7.1)

This recurrence mirrors Equation (1). To compute F(V F

v

, p), we need to figure out how

to minimize the sum of the two terms:

1. The cost to execute some atomic computation implementation i of v.a (the atomic

computation associated with v) that produces the physical matrix implementation p
v

;

and

2. The cost to transform each matrix associated with a node in V

arg to the physical

matrix implementation required by i.

Those terms are both represented in Equation (2). In addition, there are a number of con-
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straints on any potential solution, that are also represented in Equation (2), including:

1. When we choose an atomic computation implementation, we must also be able to

choose a transformation that produces the correct physical matrix implementation

for that atomic computation implementation; and

2. For any vertex v

0 in V

F

v

aside from v, the computation of v does not affect the physical

matrix implementation for v0; thus, we must choose a subcomputation that produces

exactly the physical matrix implementation p
v

0 .

If these constraints are violated by a potential solution, they result in a cost of1 in Equa-

tion (2) and the potential solution cannot be a solution to the argmin.

Dynamic Programming. The full algorithm repeatedly advances the frontier as described

in this chapter, until all of the graph has been optimized. At the end—assuming a con-

nected graph—one single F is computed over the set of all sink nodes. The set of all sink

nodes then forms the final equivalence class, V s. Choose the vector of physical matrix

implementations p that minimizes F(V s

, p), and then work backwards through the graph,

annotating the graph with the optimal physical matrix implementations, atomic computa-

tion implementations, and physical matrix transformations.

7.3 Tree-Shaped vs. DAG Efficiency

We close this chapter by briefly comparing the efficiency of the algorithms of Chapters 6

and 7.

The algorithm for DAGs is in fact a generalization of the algorithm of Chapter 6 in

the sense that if no two vertices share the same ancestor, all equivalence classes along

the frontier will contain one vertex, and the recurrences of Equations (1) and (2) become

identical.
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The key difference between the two algorithms is that in the case of a tree-shaped com-

putation G = (V,E), the number of entries in F is upper-bounded by |V |⇥ |P|. For each

vertex, there are at most |P| possible physical matrix implementations. However, in the

case of a DAG which induces equivalence classes, the members of an equivalence class

cannot be treated independently. For an equivalence class of size n, up to |P|n different

entries F must be maintained and searched during optimization, meaning that both the

computational complexity and memory requirements increase exponentially with equiva-

lence class size.

Fortunately, while many graphs are not tree-shaped, we find in practice with common

ML workloads, that equivalence classes larger than three vertices are rare.
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Chapter 8

Code Generation

Once a graph has been annotated, code generation is a matter of traversing the annotated

graph from the source vertices upward, through the rest of the graph, outputting code. More

precisely, assume a universe of possible output codes, denoted by Code. In the database-

based implementation of the ideas in this thesis, Code would correspond to the set of

correct SQL codes.

To enable the code generation, each atomic computation implementation and each phys-

ical matrix transformation is augmented with a code generation function g. Assume a uni-

verse of handles, denoted by H. A handle is an implementation-specific way to refer to the

input to an atomic computation implementation or a physical matrix transformation. In our

database-based implementation, a handle is simply a database table name or a view name.

For atomic computation implementation i 2 I with input arity n, we define the code

generation function i.g

: (H ⇥M ⇥ P)n ⇥ H ! Code. This code generation function

takes as an argument, for each input to the underlying atomic computation, (1) a handle to

refer to the argument during code generation, (2) the matrix type for the input, and (3) the

physical implementation of that matrix type. The code generation function also takes as an

input a handle that will be used to refer to the output of the code when it is executed. The

function then outputs a code that implements the atomic computation.

For example, our SQL-based implementation uses a simple macro substitution on a

prototype code to implement g. For the atomic computation implementation for the matrix

multiply, that is, i = row-strip-times-col-strip that implements mat-mul, the
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call

i.g(hand1, (2, hcCnt1,rCnt1i),row-strip-100,

hand2, (2, hcCnt2,rCnt2i),col-strip-100,outHand)

simply performs macro substitution on the following string:
CREATE VIEW $outHand (tileRow, tileCol, mat) AS

SELECT x.tileRow, m.tileCol,
matrix_multiply(x.mat, m.mat)

FROM $hand1 AS x, $hand2 AS m;

Note that in this simple case, neither the size of the matrix, nor the sizes of the column and

row strips are important, because the same SQL code will work for any sized matrix and

any input row and column strip sizes.

For transformation t 2 T , we define the code generation function t.g

: H ⇥M ⇥
P ⇥ H ! Code. The arguments to the code generation function for a physical matrix

transformation is similar to the case of an atomic computation implementation but simpler

since we have only a single input. Code generation for the physical matrix transforma-

tion in our SQL-based implementation is also handled using macro substitution. For the

transformation t = single-tuple-to-1000-by-1000-tiles, the call

t.g(inHand, (2, hcCnt,rCnti),single-tuple,outHand)

simply performs macro substitution on the following string:
CREATE VIEW $outHand (tileRow, tileCol, mat) AS

SELECT T1.id, T2.id, get_tile(
A.mat, T1.id, T2.id, 1000, 1000)

FROM $inHand AS A, ID_TABLE AS T1, ID_TABLE AS T2
WHERE T1.id * 1000 < $cCnt AND T2.id * 1000 < $rCnt

In this code, ID_TABLE is a system table that simply returns all numbers in the set

{0, 1, 2, ...}. It is used to extract all possible tiles from the input matrix A.mat.

Again we note that while our focus has been on SQL, it would easily be possible to

implement such code generation functions for other, non-database environments.
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Chapter 9

SimSQL Implementation

All of the ideas in this thesis have been implemented on top of the SimSQL system [22],

which is a distributed relational database system, itself implemented on top of Hadoop.

While SimSQL inherits some performance handicaps from its Hadoop-based implementa-

tion, it does have a fairly advanced, cost-based optimizer, as well as a reasonable collection

of distributed relational algebra implementations and a full set of fairly standard physical

optimizations (including a runtime code-generation engine, a rule-based system for phys-

ical optimization, the ability to utilize “interesting” physical organizations to avoid data

repartitionings, the ability to pipeline operations, and so on). Linear algebra operations in

SimSQL typically utilize Intel’s MKL library [29] for local computations.

9.1 Implementations and Transformations

In our SimSQL implementation, we provide 19 physical matrix implementations, among

them:
single-tuple row-based column-based
relational-tuple row-strip-10
tile-tile-10-100

We have also implemented a total of 20 different physical matrix transformations, in-

cluding:
single-tuple-to-tile-100 row-based-to-single-tuple
relational-tuple-to-row-based
row-strip-to-row-based
column-strip-100-to-tile-100-100

Our implementation includes relational implementations of 16 different atomic compu-
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tations, including:
mat-trans-mat-mul relu-derivative reduce-mat-to-row
plus minus times divide

Finally we have 38 different atomic computation implementations. In particular, be-

cause it is so ubiquitous (and costly), we have 13 different implementations of matrix mul-

tiply, including:
single-tuple-column-based row-based-column-based
relational-tuple-relational-tuple
col-strip-100-tile-100-100
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Chapter 10

Cost Model

As we have seen, a matrix can be stored in different physical formats. The differences in

those formats will lead to different implementations for a LA operation. As the example

in Chapter 3 shows, those implementations can have very different runtime performances,

although they are doing the same logical computation. Therefore, it is necessary to have

a mechanism to predict the runtime behavior of a LA operation, so that we can have an

estimation of the running time of the operation for each format, and then select the format

with the least estimated running time.

In this chapter, we describe a cost model which can estimate the cost of a linear algebra

function (i.e., an atomic computation implementation). Also, as a matrix can be trans-

formed from one format to another, and such transformation will produce extra running

time, we include this transformation (i.e., the physical matrix transformation) cost in our

cost model as well.

10.1 Cost Components of a Function

Running Example. We will use an example to illustrate how to compute the cost for a LA

function. Suppose we want to multiply two matrices matrixA and matrixB, and these

matrices are stored as blocks. The matrixA has size d1 by d2, and its block size is k1 by

k2. The matrixB has size d2 by d3. and its block size is k2 by k3. The schema of these

two matrices are shown below:
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matrixA (tileRow INTEGER, tileCol INTEGER,
mat MATRIX[k1][k2])

matrixB (tileRow INTEGER, tileCol INTEGER,
mat MATRIX[k2][k3])

With this schema, the matrix multiply between these two matrices can be realized by

the following SQL code:
SELECT lhs.tileRow, rhs.tileCol,

SUM (matrix_multiply (lhs.mat, rhs.mat))
FROM matrixA AS lhs, matrixB AS rhs
WHERE lhs.tileCol = rhs.tileRow
GROUP BY lhs.tileRow, rhs.tileCol

Suppose that this matrix multiplication will be run on a cluster, and the cluster has the

following runtime parameters:

• n: Number of nodes;

• p: Number of cores in one node;

• v

cpu

: CPU speed of a core;

• v

network

: Data transportation speed of network.

Cost Components of a Function. In our design, the cost of a function consists of four

components:

1. Cost of computation.

2. Cost of network transportation.

3. Number of tuples.

4. Amount of intermediate data.

Cost of Computation. This cost represents the computing cost of a function. It is estimated

by the number of computing operations executed per unit time. For example, the computing
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operations for the function matrix_multiply are the multiply and addition between

each value in the matrices. Therefore, the number of computing operations for this function

can be roughly estimated as 2⇥ d1 ⇥ d2 ⇥ d3, given that the two input matrices have sizes

d1 by d2 and d2 by d3, respectively.

In our example, the computational cost has two parts. The first part is produced by the

matrix_multiply function, and is computed by the following formula:

2⇥ d1 ⇥ d2 ⇥ d3

n⇥ p⇥ v

cpu

The second part is produced by the aggregate function, and is computed by the follow-

ing formula:
d1 ⇥ d2 ⇥ d3

k2 ⇥ n⇥ p⇥ v

cpu

Note that the amount of data that is involved in the aggregate operation is d1 ⇥ d2 ⇥ d3/k2

Cost of network transportation. This component measures the network cost, and is esti-

mated by the time for sending data across the network.

In our example, this cost also has two parts. The first part is produced by the Join

operation. Assuming that given the sizes of these two matrices, the Join operation will be

pipelined into the following Aggregate operation. Because of this, the system will choose

to send out the smaller matrix to every node to conduct the Join. Assuming that the smaller

matrix is currently partitioned equally across the cluster nodes, which means that each node

already has 1/n copy of the smaller matrix. Then, only n� 1/n copy of the smaller matrix

needs to be sent to each node. Here is the formula for computing the network cost for the

Join operation:
(n� 1)⇥MIN(d1 ⇥ d2, d2 ⇥ d3)

n⇥ v

network
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The second part of the network cost is produced by the Aggregate operation. It is

measured by the time of sending the results of the Join operation to the targeting nodes for

the aggregation task. The formula of computing this cost is as follows:

d1 ⇥ d2 ⇥ d3

k2 ⇥ n⇥ v

network

Number of tuples. In an RDBMS, a tuple usually has a fixed overhead. If an operation

produces thousands of tuples, and those tuples will be materialized or be transferred across

the network, such tuple-based overhead will become unignorable, and will degrade the

runtime performance. In our design, we use the logarithm of the max number of tuples

produced by one node to estimate the tuple-based overhead.

In our example, the max number of tuples is produced by the Join operation, which has

the value d1 ⇥ d2 ⇥ d3/k1 ⇥ k2 ⇥ k3. Therefore, the formula for this cost is:

log

d1 ⇥ d2 ⇥ d3

k1 ⇥ k2 ⇥ k3 ⇥ n

Amount of Intermediate Data. When more than one relational operation are participated

in the execution of a LA operation, the intermediate data produced between each relational

operation is needed to be considered, as these data may be materialized, or be transferred

across the network. In our design, we estimate this cost as the amount of intermediate data

on one node produced by a relational operation which has a consumer operation.

In our example, the Join operation has the Aggregate operation as its consumer. There-

fore, we will compute the intermediate cost as the amount of data produced by the Join

operation:
d1 ⇥ d2 ⇥ d3

k2 ⇥ n

Finally, we would like to point out that the formula for the function cost is not iden-

tical for all functions. For example, the formula for the function matrix_inverse is
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different from the function matrix_multiply. In addition, even for the same function,

the formula of computing its cost may be different if its input matrices are in different for-

mats. For example, the formula for the function matrix_multiply with two matrices

stored as blocks is different from the one for two single-attribute matrices. The difference

is caused by the fact that the multiply between two single-attribute matrices only requires

a Join operation.

10.2 Cost Components of a Matrix Transformation

Running Example. Similarly, we will use an example to illustrate how to compute the

cost for matrix transformation. Suppose we have a matrix matrixC, and it is stored as

column-strips. Its size is d1 by d2, and its strip size is d1 by k2. The schema of matrixC

is:

matrixC (tileCol INTEGER, mat MATRIX[d1][k2])

Suppose we need to transform matrixC from column-strips to blocks, where each

block has size k11 by k22 and k22 < k2. The SQL code for this transformation is given

below:
SELECT bi.rowID, bi.colID,

get_block(C.mat, bi.rowID, bi.colID -
C.tileCol * (k2 / k22), k11, k22)

FROM matrixC AS C, blockIndex AS bi
WHERE bi.colID / (k2 / k22) = C.tileCol;

where the table blockIndex(rowID INTEGER, colID INTEGER) stores the IDs

for the resulting blocks. Similar to the previous example, this transformation will be run

on a cluster with the same runtime settings.

Cost Components of a Matrix Transformation. In our design, the cost of a matrix trans-

formation consists of three components:

1. Cost of computation.
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2. Cost of network transportation.

3. Number of tuples.

Cost of Computation. This cost has the same meaning as the one for the function cost. In

our example, the computational cost comes from the function get_block. As the basic

operation of this function is just copying data for matrixC, the computational cost of this

function can be measured by the size of matrixC:

d1 ⇥ d2

n⇥ v

cpu

Cost of network transportation. This component measures the network cost. For a matrix

transformation, the data we need to send across the network are the ID values for strips and

blocks. Therefore, we estimate this cost as the time of sending the ID data across the

network.

In our example, the IDs for the resulting blocks are stored in the table blockIndex

whose size is (d1⇥d2)/(k11⇥k22). In addition, as the ID table is typically relatively small,

the Join between the matrix table and the ID table is usually implemented by broadcasting

the ID table.

Assuming that the ID table is currently partitioned equally across the cluster nodes,

which means that each node already has 1/n copy of the ID table. Then, only n�1/n copy

of the ID table needs to be sent to each node. Putting all assumptions together, the network

cost of this example can be estimated by the following formula:

(n� 1)⇥ d1 ⇥ d2

n⇥ k11 ⇥ k22 ⇥ v

network

Number of tuples. As we have discussed, a tuple is usually associated with a fixed over-

head. For matrix transformation, we use the logarithm of the number of tuples in the input

on one node as the estimation of the tuple overhead.
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In our example, the number of tuples in the input is the number of tuples of matrixC.

Therefore, the tuple cost can be computed by the following formula:

log

d2

k2 ⇥ n

10.3 Cost Model for Total Cost

In the previous sections, we have discussed how to compute the cost for each component

for a function or a matrix transformation. The next question is how to combine those

components together to produce a single cost, so that the total running time of a function/-

transformation can be estimated, and the costs of different functions/transformations can

be compared.

In our design, we apply a simple linear combination on the cost components to produce

the total cost. More specifically, let c1, c2, ..., cn represent the cost of each component,

and let w1, w2, ..., wn

represent the weight of each component. Then, the total cost of a

function/transformation can be computed by the following formula:

c

total

=
nX

i=1

w

i

c

i

In our design, the values of w1, w2, ..., wn

are learned from the least square estimation

for linear regression. More specifically, we run a set of linear algebra operations, and record

the running time of those operations as their total costs. We use t1, t2, ..., tm to represent

those running time. Then, we compute the cost of each component for those operations, and

use the vectors C1, C2, ..., Cm

to represent the component cost for each operation. Finally,

the relationship between the running time t
i

and the component cost C
i

can be modeled by

the linear regression model:

t

i

⇡ CT

i

w + ✏

i
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where w is the vector notation for the component weights, and ✏

i

is the error. Given this

model, the values of w can be estimated by the following least square estimator:

ŵ = (CTC)�1CT t

Finally, note that additional running times can also be collected during user-specified

computations that are run on the system after installation, and those running times can be

used to update and fine-tune the various regression models.
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Chapter 11

Experiments

11.1 Overview

We detail two sets of experiments. The first attempts to answer:

Can the optimization framework described in this thesis automatically choose a set of

atomic operation implementations and transformations that outperform those chosen by

a programmer?

To answer this, we will run a set of complex LA/ML computations on top of SimSQL,

where the atomic operation implementations and transformations are chosen in three dif-

ferent ways:

(1) Auto-generated. This option uses the ideas in this thesis.

(2) Hand-written. In this option, we use our own knowledge of the system to write the best

SQL code possible, manually choosing atomic operation implementations and transforma-

tions. While it is difficult to guarantee the quality of a hand-written code, we do believe

our codes are high quality; we note that our hand-written implementation of a feed-forward

neural network was used as the basis of a previously-published paper [24].

(3) All-tile code. For this implementation, all matrices are stored tiled, in 1000⇥1000 tiles.

When a programmer has little knowledge of the system, a pure tile-based implementation

may be the most straightforward choice. Also, it is relatively easy to write.

The second set of experiments attempts to answer:
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Input Matrix Size Set 1 Size Set 2 Size Set 3

A 10K ⇥ 30K 50K ⇥ 1 50K ⇥ 50K

B 30K ⇥ 50K 1 ⇥ 100K 50K ⇥ 50K

C 50K ⇥ 1 100K ⇥ 30K 50K ⇥ 50K

D 1 ⇥ 50K 30K ⇥ 100K 50K ⇥ 50K

E 50K ⇥ 10K 100K ⇥ 50K 50K ⇥ 50K

F 50K ⇥ 10K 100K ⇥ 30K 50K ⇥ 50K

Figure 11.1 : Size combinations for matrix multiplication chain.

Can an optimized computation beat a state-of-the-art ML system?

To address this question, we implement our ideas on top of PlinyCompute [23] which is

a high-performance relational algebra engine, and compare an implementation of a feed-

forward neural network for extreme classification with PyTorch.

The SimSQL experiments are run on Amazon EC2 r5d.2xlargemachines with 8 cores,

68GB of RAM, and 300GB of NVMe SSD. The PlinyCompute and PyTorch experiments

are run on Amazon EC2 r5dn.2xlarge machines with 8 cores, 64GB of RAM, and

300GB of NVMe SSD.

11.2 Quality of Observed Plans

We now detail our experiments aimed at determining the ability of the proposed algorithm

to create high-quality computational plans.
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11.2.1 ML/LA Computations

FFNN backpropagation. A feed-forward neural network (FFNN) is a function whose

computation is organized into layers. When pushing a batch of vectors through the FFNN,

each layer l has weight matrix W, activation matrix A and bias vector B. FFNN weights are

learned via backpropagation, which is used to compute gradients over the weight matrices,

with respect to a loss function. The backpropagation computation has two passes: a forward

pass, and a backward pass. In the forward pass, the computation flow is pushed from the

input layer to hidden layers, and then to the output layer. The FFNN we test has two hidden

layers. We use relu activation functions and a softmax for the output layer.

In our experiments, we compute backpropagation over a matrix having 104 input vectors

with 6 ⇥ 104 features each. There are 17 possible labels. Besides the input and output

layer, there are two additional hidden layers, whose weight matrices have size 60,000 by

layer_size, layer_size by layer_size, respectively. In our experiments, we try

different values for the layer_size from 10K, 40K, 80K to 160K.

Two-level matrix inverse. A classic implementation [30] for distributed matrix inverse is

to compute 2
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where:

Ā = A�1 + A�1B(D� CA�1B)�1CA�1
,

B̄ = �A�1B(D� CA�1B)�1
,

C̄ = �(D� CA�1B)�1CA�1
,

D̄ = (D� CA�1B)�1
.
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In our experiment, we use a two-level block-wise matrix inverse, which means that the

matrix inverse A�1 is also computed in a block-wise way.

For the experiment, we set the size of block A, B, C, and D as 10K by 10K. The input

blocks of matrix A have size 2K by 2K, 2K by 8K, 8K by 2K, and 8K by 8K, respectively.

Matrix multiplication chain. We propose a customized matrix multiplication chain as our

third computation. It has six input matrices: A, B, C, D, E, and F. The specific computation

is:

T1  A⇥ B; T2  C⇥ D

O ((T1 ⇥ E)⇥ (T1 ⇥ T2))⇥ (T2 ⇥ F)

We use O as the final output. We use three different size combinations for the input matri-

ces. The sizes for each combination are provided in Figure 11.1.

11.2.2 Results

Feed-Forward Networks. First, we run the computation required to compute the activa-

tions at the output layer during the second forward pass, which means we run one forward

pass, one backpropagation, and one more forward pass, using ten machines and a hidden

layer size of 80K. This results in a very large compute graph, with 57 vertices. Times are

given in Figure 11.2.

Next, we run the FFNN computation on ten machines to compute the updated weight

matrix at the second hidden layer, which requires a forward pass and one backpropagation,

with a variety of hidden layer sizes. Times are given in Figure 11.3. “Fail” means that the

system crashed, typically due to too much intermediate data.

Lastly, we fix the size of the hidden layer as 160K, and repeat the computation using

different numbers of machines.. Times are given in Figure 11.4. Again, “Fail” means that
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FFNN

Auto-generated Hand-written All-tile

0:59:02 1:25:34 1:54:18

Figure 11.2 : Compute time required for forward pass, backpropagation, and one more

forward pass. Format is H:MM:SS.

FFNN

Dims Auto-generated Hand-written All-tile

10K 00:06:15 00:10:06 00:09:01

40K 00:12:18 00:17:58 00:18:43

80K 00:24:48 00:42:47 00:50:23

160K 00:55:16 02:15:01 Fail

Figure 11.3 : FFNN time for forward pass, plus backpropagation to update W2. Format is

HH:MM:SS.

the system crashed.

Two-level block-wise matrix inverse. The time to run the matrix inversion is given in

Figure 11.5, using ten machines.

Matrix multiplication chain. The time required to run the chain of matrix multiplications

is given in Figure 11.6.
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FFNN

Num workers Auto-generated Hand-written All-tile

5 01:19:32 Fail Fail

10 00:55:16 02:15:01 Fail

20 00:44:19 01:19:27 01:45:50

Figure 11.4 : FFNN time for forward pass, plus backpropagation to update W2. Format is

HH:MM:SS.

Two-level block-wise Matrix Inverse

Auto-generated Hand-written All-tile

21:31 28:19 34:50

Figure 11.5 : Compute time for matrix inverse. Format is MM:SS.

11.3 Comparison with PyTorch

SimSQL is Java- and Hadoop-based, which limits its performance. Hence, we also im-

plemented our ideas on top of PlinyCompute [23] which is a high-performance relational

algebra engine, to compare with PyTorch, a state-of-the-art ML engine.

We implement a distributed, two-layer feed-forward neural network as a series of aggre-

gated join trees. We perform both forward and back-propagation over the AmazonCat-14K

dataset [31, 32], a standard “extreme classification” dataset, so-called because of the large

number of input features (597540) as well as output labels (14588). We experiment with

both a fairly standard batch size (1000 records) and a relatively large batch size (10000

records), across a variety of hidden-layer size and compute cluster sizes. The large input
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Matrix Multiplication Chain

Size Combinations Auto-generated Hand-written All-tile

Size Set 1 00:08:45 00:20:22 00:21:38

Size Set 2 01:05:36 02:26:32 01:56:15

Size Set 3 00:34:52 01:46:20 02:02:54

Figure 11.6 : Compute time of matrix multiplication chain with various input matrix sizes.

Format is HH:MM:SS.

data matrix is stored as column-strips with strip width 1000 (this matrix is a b ⇥ 597540

matrix for a batch size of b). The large matrix connecting the inputs to the hidden layer is

given to PlinyCompute as 1000⇥1000 chunks (this matrix is a 597540⇥h matrix for a hid-

den layer size of h). All other input matrices are given to the system as whole, unchunked

matrices. Results are given in Figures 11.7 and 11.8. “Fail” means that PyTorch crashed,

because it could not deal with the very large model size and/or batch size on one of the

nodes.

11.4 Discussion

We begin by discussing the PyTorch results. The optimized computations, run on Pliny-

Compute, outperform PyTorch in each case. This is especially true for the size 1000 batch,

where PlinyCompute is up to 2.5 times faster. The standard, PyTorch data-parallel imple-

mentation broadcasts the entire model to all machines, which is problematic with such a

large model—it would be better to move the data. The optimized implementation is able

to avoid this. Note as well that PyTorch also failed in many of the cases, especially for the

case of the larger batch size. This is because PyTorch is unable to perform the first matrix
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multiply (multiplying the input data with the entire matrix connecting the inputs to the first

input layer) without failing, if the number of data points on the machine is large. As the

optimized PlinyCompute implementation can automatically choose how to distribute the

computation, this is not a problem.

Next, we consider the SimSQL results, where a naive and hand-coded plan was com-

pared with an auto-generated physical plan. In every case, the auto-generated physical plan

selected by the optimizer beat both the hand-written SQL code, where we tried to choose

the best possible physical organization as well as the best atomic computation implementa-

tion, and the heuristic of simply tiling every matrix. The auto-generated code even beat the

hand-written code in the case of the FFNN implementations, where we had every incentive

to write the best code possible, as the SQL used for the FFNN experiment formed the basis

of a set of experiments published in this paper [24].

Throughout all of the experiments, compared to the “all-tile” heuristic, the auto-generated

code was able to finish in time that was less than 70% of the heuristic in the worst case (the

smallest FFNN experiment), down to only about 25% of the time of the heuristic in the most

extreme case (the final set of matrix sizes, in the matrix multiplication chain experiment).

Note that there were several cases where the “all-tile” heuristic simply failed, because it

produced too much data. This happened in the case of the largest FFNN experiments.

Even the hand-written method failed to produce a runnable code for the largest matrix size,

executed over a FFNN with hidden layers sized at 160K.

The auto-generated code similarly outperformed the hand-written code, which, inter-

estingly, overall did not do appreciably better than the “all-tile” heuristic. This shows the

limitations of a programmer’s ability to optimize such code.
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Feed-Forward Neural Network - 1K Batch

Hidden Layer Size Auto-gen PC PyTorch

Cluster with 2 workers

4000 23.28 26.03s

5000 27.74 31.14s

7000 52.69 fail

Cluster with 5 workers

4000 18.27 38.64s

5000 19.86 46.09s

7000 29.53 fail

Cluster with 10 workers

4000 19.92 40.03s

5000 21.61 49.57s

7000 24.58 fail

Figure 11.7 : Feed-Forward Neural Network - 1K Batch.
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Feed-Forward Neural Network - 10K Batch

Hidden Layer Size Auto-gen PC PyTorch

Cluster with 2 workers

4000 94.26 125.10s

5000 175.34 fail

7000 264.41 fail

Cluster with 5 workers

4000 74.79 75.60s

5000 89.99 90.06s

7000 114.56 fail

Cluster with 10 workers

4000 53.38 65.52s

5000 62.04 77.12s

7000 76.81 fail

Figure 11.8 : Feed-Forward Neural Network - 10K Batch.
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Chapter 12

Related Work

In this chapter, I give a comprehensive description of related work. I begin by discussing

autotuning in high-performance computing. Then, I drill down to a specific type of auto-

tuning technique, the autotuning for loop tiling, as it is most related to my work.

Next, I consider data-analytics/LA/ML/DL systems. First, I give an overview of the

domain specific languages used by those systems. Second, I provide a few examples of

LA/ML libraries. Third, I give a thorough discussion for a few widely-used data analytics

systems that are specialized for LA/ML. Fourth, I describe how LA/ML is used in database

systems, and provide a few examples of database systems that support in-database data

analytics/LA/ML. Lastly, I give a brief description for how LA computations are used in

deep learning systems.

Finally, I end this chapter by discussing a few works that also try to optimize the physi-

cal matrix representations and LA computations. A brief description of code generation in

data-analytics/ML systems ends the discussion.

12.1 Autotuning in High Performance Computing (HPC)

Automatically selecting the best implementation for a LA computation is referred as au-

totuning in the HPC literature [33]. In contrast to our work, most efforts in HPC-based

autotuning do not consider distributed cluster computing, nor the problem of automatic,

cross-operation optimization of storage formats for complex computations.
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Autotuning can be supported in multiple ways. It can be applied on single LA operation

by using a specific library. When the tuning of a LA operation is not supported by any

library, or a LA computation is made up of many LA operations, autotuning for them can

be handled by a compiler. Finally, the autotuning can also happen at the application-level.

12.1.1 Autotuning Libraries

Linear algebra computations are widely used in HPC. Common LA operations are usually

enclosed as routines, and these routines are provided by a specific LA library. Some widely

used LA libraries are BLAS [34], LAPACK [35] and ScaLAPACK [36]. Many autotuning

libraries are proposed to provide automatic tuning for common LA routines. Some widely-

used ones are PHiPAC [37], ATLAS [38] and FFTW [39].

PHiPAC [37] is targeted at producing portable, high-performance linear algebra com-

putations in ANSI C. It searches for the best hardware parameter combination to accelerate

the LA computations. The code generated by PHiPAC for the matrix multiply BLAS GEMM

could achieve 80% to 90% peak performance on specific machine architectures.

ATLAS [38] proposes an approach to automatically optimize linear algebra routines to

fully utilize the hardware. It runs the input linear algebra routine with different settings,

and selects the one with the best performance. The factors that are considered by ATLAS

include the blocking factor, loop unrolling, and latency hiding. The experimental results

show that the matrix multiply code produced by ATLAS could have a comparable perfor-

mance with the code supplied by the vendor.

FFTW [39] is a library for autotuning the fast Fourier transform (FFT) for particular

hardware. In FFTW, the computation of the transform is divided into small computational

blocks. The combination strategy for those blocks is optimized according to the settings

of the machine, such as the types of processors, the memory hierarchy, and the compiler
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settings. The code produced by FFTW is shown to be faster than the vendor-supplied FFT

code, and FFTW has become one of the standard libraries for FFT computation.

Lastly, the autotuning library can also use mathematical formula as input so that it

can exploit high-level algorithmic optimization. SPIRAL [40], for example, solves the

problem of autotuning for linear digital signal processing (DSP) transforms. In SPIRAL,

these transforms are written in the mathematical language defined by SPIRAL, and they are

optimized at both the algorithmic and the code level to produce fast code for the targeted

microarchitecture. A similar idea of using mathematical equations as input is also discussed

in [41].

12.1.2 Compiler-based Autotuning

When a LA computation is not specifically supported by autotuning libraries, autotuning

can be achieved by using autotuning compilers and code generators. Some examples are

POET [42], CHiLL [43], [44] and Orio [45].

POET [42] is a scripting language that parameterizes the code for linear algebra com-

putations. With the parameterization, the code can be optimized by different code transfor-

mations such as loop interchange, loop blocking and loop unrolling. The optimized code

can be further tuned empirically for a specific machine architecture by a separate tuning

engine. The experiments show that the optimization time of POET is much shorter than a

source-to-source compiler.

CHiLL [43] provides a framework to autotune the compiler-optimized code and user-

specified code. It explores different parameters for the loop optimization, and selects

the implementation with the best performance. By utilizing a parallel searching strategy,

CHiLL can search the parameter values in parallel, and find the solution fast. The code pro-

duced by CHiLL can have a comparable performance to the code generated by the ATLAS
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library, and can be faster than the code generated by the native Intel compiler.

12.1.3 Application-level Autotuning

Moreover, the autotuning can also be supported at the application level, or the program

level. When more complex LA computations can be autotuned, more algorithmic choices

can be explored. Examples of such system are ADAPT [46], PetaBricks [47], OpenTuner

[48], and [49].

ADAPT [46] is a dynamic optimization framework for autotuing HPC programs. It

uses a compiler to generate code according to a user’s specification, and interacts with a

remote optimizer to optimize the generated code in an adaptive way. The remote optimizer

tries different runtime parameters for the code, and sends the running time back to the

compiler. Then, the compiler will detect and mark the hot-spot in the code, and triggers

another optimization pass by sending the marked code back to the remote optimizer. This

process will be repeated until the compiler decides to stop. Experiments show that ADAPT

has a better performance than the static optimization methods.

PetaBricks [47] provides a novel programming language and a novel compiler for op-

timizing high performance computations at the program-level. It supports both coarse-

grained optimization and fine-grained optimization. The coarse-grained optimization ex-

plores different algorithms for the input computation, and the fine-grained optimization

searches different parameters for the program, such as data distribution, code paralleliza-

tion and code transformation. The PetaBricks program is adaptive to different machine

architectures, and is scalable with different parallelisms.
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12.2 Loop Tiling in HPC

Among existing autotuning technologies, autotuning for loop tiling [50, 51, 52] is most

related to our work, as it specifically considers physical matrix storage. Loop tiling (or

blocking) divides a loop into small tiles so that they can fit into the cache or fast memory.

Therefore, loop tiling can increase data locality and explore more parallelization opportu-

nities. Different tile sizes can lead to different runtime behaviors [53]. Therefore, many

papers have studied the selection of the optimal tile sizes.

[54] describes an optimization algorithm for loop tiling. The algorithm increases data

locality by reusing the data in the cache. It proposes a mathematical formula for data

reuse and data locality, and utilizes an objective function to optimize that formula. The

experimental results show that the optimized loop tiling could improve the performance for

parallel code.

[55] proposes an approach to automatically tile a program through a set of loop trans-

formations such as strip mining, loop interchange and loop skewing. It also describes a

heuristic to decide the optimal tile size, by maximizing the ratio of computation to data for

the tile.

Besides static optimization, a loop tiling can also be optimized dynamically, meaning

that the tile size can be selected and adapted at runtime. Dynamic optimization can explore

more optimization opportunities because it can utilize the hardware and runtime informa-

tion to improve the optimization. Also, dynamic optimization is more flexible compared

to the static one, as it can adjust the choice of tile size and tile shape at runtime, to fit in

different hardwares.

[56] proposes an approach to automatically assign different tile sizes to the tiles run-

ning on different processors. It collects the running times of the first two iterations, and

uses those times as well as an execution model to decide the tile size at runtime for the
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subsequent iterations. The experiments shows that the dynamically assigned tile size could

have a better performance than the tile size that is selected by the static analysis. [57] con-

siders the tiling problem for a HPC program that runs on the simultaneous multithreaded

(SMT) processors. It generates the code on-the-fly, and uses different tile sizes for single-

threaded execution and multithreaded execution to avoid cache conflicts between threads.

[58] uses an iterative algorithm to choose the tile sizes and the unrolling factors in a com-

bined manner for the loops.

Dynamic optimization for loop tiling can be realized by parameterized tiled code,

meaning that the tile size is represented as a parameter in the tiled code, and its value

can be set at runtime. Automatic code generation for parameterized tiled code is well stud-

ied. [59] discusses how to generate code for multi-level, parameterized tiled code. [60]

studies tiled code generation for multi-level, imperfect loop nests. Lastly, [61] proposes

an approach to generate code for the parameterized tiled loop for any polyhedral iteration

space.

Recent works study the autotuning for loop tiling in a more systematic way. Pluto [62,

63] is a source-to-source framework that optimizes the loop tiling for parallelism and data

locality using affine transformations. The code generated by Pluto outperforms the state-

of-the-art approaches for both local and parallel executions. [64] presents an architecture

to autotune the parallel program by applying a multi-objective optimization on the parallel

code. The multi-objective optimization is designed to find the optimal tile sizes and the

optimal number of threads for the parallel program. At compile time, the system generates a

set of candidate solutions. Then, the best solution will be selected at runtime by considering

the runtime context as well as the trade-off among different objectives.

Lastly, autotuning for loop tiling is also studied for specialized hardware. [65] presents

a tool to automatically convert a program from a C implementation to a GPU implementa-
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tion, where an optimized tiling strategy is used to exploit the parallelism and data locality

for GPUs. [66] discusses the optimization of tiling for stencil computations that run on

short-vector SIMD architectures.

12.3 LA in Data-analytics/LA/ML/DL Systems

Data analytics and LA/ML systems are typically built to handle more complex LA/ML

computations. These systems usually provide a programmer a domain specific language

(DSL), which the programmer can use to write flexible yet powerful customized LA/ML

code. This customized code will be compiled, optionally optimized, and finally executed

by the system.

Although many data-analytics/LA/ML systems support distributed LA/ML computa-

tions, the physical representations of matrices and vectors in these systems usually have to

be specified by the user, or else default settings accepted. Usually, these default settings

are designed for general computations. Therefore, they are not optimized and tuned for

specific applications.

12.3.1 Domain-specific Languages in LA/ML Systems

A set of domain-specific languages (DSLs) such as MATLAB [67], and R [68] are de-

signed for scientific and numerical computing. Supporting such a language in a distributed

environment is studied by Ricardo [69], Riot [70] and SparkR [71].

Ricardo [69] is a platform that combines the functionalities of the R language and the

Hadoop system. In Ricardo, the small statistical computations are run in R, and the large-

scale data processing is run by Hadoop. In this way, data analytics computations can take

advantages of both systems.

Riot [70] is a system that makes an R program I/O efficient. It achieves this by providing
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a good management for the storage of arrays, and by conducting a set of optimizations for

statistical operations.

Besides R, many other DSLs are designed for data analytics and ML, such as Lara [72],

BUDS [73], Mahout Samsara [74], Jaql [75], SciQL [76], OptiML [77], ScalOps [78, 79],

SCOPE [80], and MLog [81].

Lara [72] is a declarative DSL for processing collection operations and ML computa-

tions over matrices. It extends Emma [82] with explicit Matrix and Vector data types.

Its intermediate representation (IR) for the whole input program enables a deep optimiza-

tion for the program, such as the optimization for user-defined functions and LA operations.

Lara can search for different implementations for a LA computation by applying a set of

rule-based transformations on the computation. However, it does not explore different

physical layouts for the input and intermediate matrices. Also, the searching algorithm is

greedy, in the sense that it only considers the best choice for the sub-graph. In contrast,

our approach uses a dynamic programming algorithm that guarantees to find the optimal

implementations for the whole compute graph.

BUDS [73] is a declarative language for large-scale statistical machine learning. A

BUDS user writes an ML algorithm by specifying the logical computations (such as matrix

inverse) on the logical abstractions of data (such as maps and arrays). Then, the BUDS op-

timizer will automatically search for and select the actual implementations for the compu-

tations, as well as the physical representations for the data. Different from our work, BUDS

only considers relational tuples, or single-tuple-based matrix/vector types, as the physical

representation of data. Also, BUDS uses a greedy algorithm for the operation implementa-

tion search, where the best implementation for each operations is explored one-by-one. In

contrast, our approach searches for optimal implementations over the whole program.

Mahout Samsara [74] is a declarative DSL for LA and ML computations. It is part of
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Mahout library [83], which generates code that can be run on a dataflow system such as

Spark [84] and Flink [85]. Mahout Samsara provides both logical optimization and physical

optimization for the input program. The logical optimization includes operator fusion and

operator replacing. The physical optimization enables using different execution strategies

for different data layouts. Different from our work, Mahout Samsara leaves the choices of

the physical layouts of matrices to users. Also, the physical optimization of computation

implementations is constrained to the operators within a pipeline, so it is not guaranteed to

find the optimal solution for the whole program.

In summary, domain specific languages provide programmers an abstraction interface

to write LA/ML computations. The programs written in a DSL are seldom optimized for

the optimal physical representations of matrices and the optimal physical implementations

for LA/ML computations.

12.3.2 LA/ML Libraries

Besides domain specific languages, many ML libraries are also developed to facilitate the

development of ML applications. Some examples are MADlib [86], MLlib [87], Mahout

[83], MLI [88] and Hama [89].

MADlib [86] is a widely-used library that supports declarative, scalable, data analytics

and machine learning on top of database systems. It does not use explicit matrix and

vector data types for data-analytics/ML. Therefore, it does not provide optimizations for

the physical implementations of matrices and LA computations.

MLlib [87] is the ML library for Spark [84]. It provides an interface to write LA and

ML computations that can be directly run on Spark. MLlib supports several matrix and

vector data types, and provides both local and distributed representations (some examples

are Matrix, RowMatrix and BlockMatrix). However, a MLlib programmer has
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to choose the data types by himself, and he has to write the corresponding computations

for the selected data types as well. Typically, different MLlib types for the matrices and

vectors can result in different runtime behaviors [90] [27]. Therefore, it is difficult for

a programmer to select the proper representations for matrices without running the real

computation. That is exactly why we propose our ideas to automatically find the optimal

implementations for matrix types and LA computations, so that a programmer dooes not

need to make difficult decisions for choosing specific implementations. We believe that our

ideas can be applied for MLlib as well.

In general, ML libraries have limited optimization opportunities for the physical imple-

mentations of matrices and LA computations, because they are decoupled from the under-

lying execution engine, meaning that they are usually designed to use the default settings

of the underlying system.

12.3.3 LA/ML in Dataflow and Data-analytics systems

(1) LA/ML in Dataflow Systems

Many dataflow systems targeting scalable data analytics/LA/ML are proposed. Some ex-

amples are [91] [92] [84] [85, 93] [94].

Hadoop MapReduce [91] provides a dataflow framework to write large-scale distributed

computations for data processing. It uses a map-reduce programming model, where the

data is partitioned by a map operation, and is aggregated by a reduce operation. Cus-

tomized computations can be applied in map and reduce operations as well.

Many works are proposed to realize LA/ML computations on top of Hadoop MapRe-

duce [95] [96] [92] [97] [75] [89].

Pig [95, 98] is a dataflow system that provides a SQL-like programming language for

writing data processing programs. Pig programs are compiled and executed as Hadoop
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MapReduce jobs. Impala [96] presents a similar idea.

SciHadoop [92] provides an array-based data model and an array-based query language

with which programmers can write scientific computations that are run on Hadoop MapRe-

duce. It utilizes the physical layouts of arrays to provide specific optimizations for the

input computations. Different from our work, the optimization for arrays in SciHadoop

focuses on data partitioning and data access. In contrast, our work explores the optimal

implementations for linear algebra computations.

Lastly, [99] shows that any machine learning algorithm can be implemented by the

MapReduce framework if it fits the Statistical Query model [100].

Besides Hadoop, many other dataflow systems are developed. Two popular ones are

Spark [84] and Flink [85, 93].

Spark [84] is an in-memory dataflow system that supports fault-tolerance. Compared

to Hadoop, it provides a better interface for writing iterative computations. Spark pro-

vides a read-only data abstraction called resilient distributed datasets (RDDs), and Spark

computations are implemented over RDDs. In recent years, Spark has integrated more

relational database support into it, including two relational representations for data called

Dataset [101] and DataFrame [101], a SQL programming interface called Spark

SQL [102], and a relational optimizer called Catalyst [102]. As we have seen before,

Spark provides MLlib [87] as its ML library to facilitate the implementation of LA/ML

computations in Spark.

Flink [85, 93] is a streaming dataflow system with fault-tolerance support. It uses an

unified streaming dataflow interface to support different types of computations, including

batch processing, stream processing, iterative computations, interactive computations and

ML computations. Flink used to provide an ML library called FlinkML [103], and pro-

grammers could use it to write LA/ML computations in Flink. However, Flink removes this
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library in its latest release. A new ML library is under construction [104]. Nevertheless,

Flink does not provide matrix and vector data types as the first-class data types, and does

not conduct specific optimizations for the implementations of LA/ML computations.

(2) LA/ML in other Data Analytics Systems

LA/MA is also supported by other types of data analytics systems. Some examples are

MadLINQ [105], SystemML [106, 107], KASEN [108], MLbase [109], Pregel [110], Gi-

raph [111], Graphlab [112, 113], Dryad [114], and DryadLINQ [115, 116].

MadLINQ [105] is a system for distributed linear algebra computations. It provides

a programming model where the distributed matrix computations operate over tiles (sub-

matrices). It outperforms the state-of-the-art systems by adopting a fine-grained pipelining

and an efficient recovery strategy from failures. It supports automatic switching between

dense and sparse representations for matrices. However, MadLINQ does not provide opti-

mizations for the optimal implementations of LA/ML computations.

SystemML [106, 107] is a system for writing LA/ML applications. It provides a declar-

ative domain specific language called DML (similar to R), and programmers can use it to

write LA/ML computations. These LA/ML computations will be compiled and optimized

by SystemML, and are finally executed by a distributed framework such as MapReduce

or Spark. SystemML supports a couple of optimizations that are specialized for LA/ML

computations. For example, [117] proposes efficient compression for matrices, and sup-

port LA computations on the compressed data. [118, 119] proposes operator fusion for LA

operations.

SystemML shares some similar ideas with our work. A SystemML programmer only

specifies the LA/ML computations in high-level, logical abstractions, and the system will

automatically figure out the physical representations for matrices, as well as the physical
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implementations for LA operations. However, SystemML provides limited optimizations

for searching for the optimal physical representations for matrices. Also, its optimization

for the physical implementations for LA operations is only applied on a subset of opera-

tions. Hence, it does not generate the optimal solutions for the physical implementations

for all matrices and LA computations in the program.

KASEN [108] is an array-based system for implementing and running distributed LA/ML

computations. It uses Matrix and Vector as the first-class data types, and provides LA

operators and functions to manipulate matrix and vector data. It supports operator fusion

for two types of operations, and it optimizes the input computations with operator fusion in

a greedy manner. Moreover, KASEN supports three storage types for vectors, and provides

an optimization for the transitions between those storage types during the operator fusion

optimization.

MLbase [109] is a framework that supports declarative implementations for machine

learning computations. It provides a few optimizations specialized for ML computations

such as automatic selection of learning algorithms and adaptive data access patterns at

runtime.

In summary, many dataflow systems and data analytics systems support distributed

LA/ML. A few of them provide limited optimization for the physical implementations for

LA operations. Also, such optimization is always greedy, meaning that it is applied only

on a subset of computations, not for the whole LA/ML program. Lastly, in most of those

systems, the physical implementations of matrices and vectors are either decided by users,

or they use default settings provided by the system.
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12.3.4 LA/ML in Database and Database-like Systems

In recent years, many works propose LA/ML support for database systems, because data

is naturally stored in database systems. In-database ML can get rid of the tedious data

movement between the analytics system and the database system. Also, relational database

management systems (RDBMSs) are able to provide an effective optimization for the dis-

tributed LA/ML computations because they have a built-in optimizer which has been engi-

neered to optimize distributed transactions.

(1) LA/ML in RDBMS

Many RDBMSs have introduced LA/ML to their systems. Commercial RDBMSs usually

provide LA/ML support by presenting their users a set of APIs and functions that enclose

a set of common machine learning algorithms. Some examples of such support are Oracle

database [120], IBM DB2 [121], Microsoft SQL Server [122], Amazon Aurora [123], and

SAP HANA [124]. Typically, these systems do not provide optimizations for the physical

representations for matrices and vectors.

PostgreSQL [125, 126] does not provide native support for machine learning. A Post-

greSQL programmer can write ML computations by using an external library (such as

MADlib). An alternative way is to write ML computations in Python, and wrap up the

Python code as a SQL function (this can be realized by using external libraries such as

PL/Python). Then, the SQL function can be called and executed in PostgreSQL.

(2) LA/ML in Array Databases

An array database provides array as a first-class data type. It adopts an array-based pro-

gramming model where most computations are implemented on arrays. An array database

can be used for linear algebra computations, because vectors can be treated as one-dimensional
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arrays, matrices are two-dimensional arrays, and tensors are three or higher dimensional

arrays. Hence, array databases are widely used for scientific computations in the area of

computer graphics and geoscience. Two popular array databases are Rasdaman [127] and

SciDB [128].

SciDB [128] supports distributed array processing by decomposing an array into chunks,

where each chunk stores partial values of the array. It provides user-defined functions to

support linear algebra computations, such as gemm for matrix multiply. SciDB provides a

simple optimization for the partitioning of chunks [129], and it can explore data locality for

chunks. However, the chunking strategy for arrays needs to be specified by the program-

mer, and the system does not search for the optimal chunking strategies and the optimal

implementations for LA computations.

Rasdaman [127] supports distributed arrays by storing them as tiles, where each tile

stores partial values of an array. It provides logical optimizations and physical optimiza-

tions for the input queries. The logical optimizations consist of a set of algebraic re-writes

for the operations, and the physical optimizations is targeted at improving the data partition-

ing and data access [130]. Rasdaman does not provide an easy-to-use interface for linear

algebra. For example, matrix multiply in Rasdaman is implemented by the element-wise

multiplications and aggregations.

In summary, although array databases provide an explicit interface to store and manip-

ulate matrix/vetor data, they do not provide a holistic optimization for the physical repre-

sentations of matrices and the physical implementations of LA computations.

(3) LA/ML in Database-like Data-analytics Systems

In recent years, a few data-analytics/LA/ML systems are developed by borrowing ideas

from database systems, as the database techniques such as relational algebra abstraction and
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query optimization are helpful for implementing LA/ML computations. Meanwhile, a few

other LA/ML systems are built directly on top of a database system. Both of these two types

of systems realize in-database data-analytics/LA/ML, where no external analytics systems

are needed for processing the computation. We refer these systems as database-like data-

analytics systems. Some examples of such systems are SimSQL [22], PlinyCompute [23],

Tupleware [131, 132], Apache Hive [97, 133], MonetDB [134], DB4ML [135], and [136].

SimSQL [22] is a distributed analytics relational database system. It supports iterative

computations in SQL by adding dimensionalities to tables [22], and uses these dimension-

alities to specify the dependencies between tables. It supports stochastic computations by

providing a well-designed UDF (user-defined function) interface [22], and the stochastic

computations can be easily programmed using that interface. The experimental results

show that SimSQL is competitive with the state-of-the-art dataflow systems for Bayesian

machine learning [137]. [27] adds matrix and vector data types as well as a set of LA com-

putations to the system. The resulting system shows a competitive performance with the

state-of-the-art data analytics systems [138, 139]. Recently, [24] extends the dimensional-

ities of tables from one dimension to multiple dimensions, so that more complex recursive

structures are supported. The resulting system is capable of implementing deep learning

algorithms in SQL, and it outperforms the state-of-the-art deep learning systems for model

parallel training.

PlinyCompute [23] is a system for writing distributed high-performance computations.

It provides programmers a declarative programming interface, and a powerful object model

that supports complicated structures for objects. The programs written by PlinyCompute

programmers are compiled, optimized (by a relational optimizer), and finally executed by

a distributed execution engine. PlinyCompute has a well-designed memory management

system which makes it very efficient for data access, data transferring, and data alloca-
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tion/deallocation. The experimental results show that PlinyCompute is competitive with,

or outperforms, the state-of-the-art data analytics systems for both analytics workloads and

ML computations.

Tupleware [131, 132] is a system that focus on distributed data-analytics and machine

learning on small-size clusters. It supports both logical and physical optimizations for input

queries. The logical optimization is similar to the query optimization in a database system,

and it produces an optimized logical plan. Then, the physical optimization would use the

logical plan and LLVM [140] to generate the optimal code for the plan. Other factors

considered by the code generation include the statistics collected from the user-defined

functions and the hardware settings.

In summary, the database and database-like systems provide the decoupling between

the logical abstractions and the physical implementations for LA/ML computations. How-

ever, none of the aforementioned systems provide a holistic optimization for selecting the

optimal physical representations for matrices, and the optimal physical implementations

for LA/ML computations.

12.3.5 LA/ML in Deep Learning Systems

Deep learning has been extensively used in recent years. Some popular deep learning sys-

tems are TensorFlow [10, 11], PyTorch [12], Caffe2 [141] and MXNet [14]. These systems

provide symbolic operations and functions for programmers to write LA/ML computations,

and provide automatic differentiation for functions which is essential for neural network

training. As we have seen in Chapter 1, most of these systems do not have a good support

for writing customized distributed LA/ML computations. Therefore, they do not provide

optimizations for the physical implementations of distributed tensors and distributed LA

computations.
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12.3.6 Automatic Optimization for Distributed LA

There are a few works that try to provide optimizations for the physical matrix representa-

tions and LA computations.

MATFAST [90] optimizes the physical implementations of matrix-based programs for

a distributed in-memory system, focusing on LA operations on sparse matrices. Cumulon

[142] allows users to write R-like programs, and can automatically optimize those programs

in terms of physical implementations and hardware settings. Spartan [143] is a distributed

array framework that can automatically choose tile size for arrays to maximize data locality.

DMac [144] inspects the matrix dependencies between each operation in a matrix-based

program, and utilizes those dependencies to select the optimal execution strategy for each

operation. [145] proposes a hybrid representation with adaptive tiles for large sparse and

dense matrices, and considers the optimization of matrix multiplication on those matrices.

[146] supports multiple physical storage representations for sparse matrices by providing

different strategies for the clustering of matrix elements. However, the optimization of

physical representations for sparse matrices is only limited to one operation, and it does

not consider the interactions between operations.

Lastly, the deep learning community has considered the problem of automatically choos-

ing the optimal tiling strategies for tensors to improve data locality and model parallelism.

Some examples are [147], [148] and [149].

In summary, the works listed above either use a greedy, or use a heuristic method to

solve the optimization problem for distributed matrices and LA computations. Therefore,

they do not guarantee to find the optimal solution for this optimization problem. Also, they

do not consider complex LA/ML computations (such as a feedforward backpropagation

neural network).
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12.3.7 Code Generation for LA/ML

Finally, code generation for customized operators for data-analytics/LA/ML systems is

widely studied. The auto-generated code can be very efficient because they can utilize the

optimized compiler and hardware settings. Some examples are Hyper [150, 151], Tuple-

Ware [131, 132], Weld [152], and [153].
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Chapter 13

Conclusions

In this work, we have proposed a framework for automatic optimization of the physical

implementation of matrices and operations over them, for use during complex machine

learning and linear algebra computations. We showed experimentally that the implemen-

tations chosen by our optimization framework consistently take only 25% to 60% as much

time to run as the most reasonable heuristic (tile all matrices) and our optimization frame-

work beat a hand-tuned, human written code in every case. While our implementation and

evaluation was performed on a parallel database, our algorithms are widely applicable, and

could be used in virtually any distributed machine learning or linear algebra system.
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